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Summary

The role of experience for belief revision is seldom explicitly discussed. This is 
surprising as it seems obvious that experiences play a major role for most  of our belief 
changes. In this work, the two most plausible views on the role of experience for belief 

change are investigated: the view that experiences merely  cause belief change and the 
view that experiences can justify  belief changes. It will become apparent that these 
views are highly relevant for several arguments on belief revision.
While there are several theories for belief revision which are in accordance with the first 
view, there is no satisfactory  account which is in accordance with the second view. 

Here, such an account will be developed and its presuppositions and implications will 
be closely investigated.
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Zusammenfassung

Welche Rolle Erfahrungen für unsere Glaubensrevisionen spielen wird selten eingehend 
thematisiert. Das ist überraschend, da unsere Erfahrungen offensichtlich maßgeblich 
beeinflussen, was wir für wahr und falsch halten. In dieser Arbeit werden die zwei 

plausibelsten Positionen zu der Rolle von Erfahrungen für Glaubensrevision untersucht. 
Dies ist zum Einen die Position, dass Erfahrungen Glaubensänderungen lediglich kausal 
herbeiführen und zum Anderen die Position, dass Erfahrungen Glaubensänderungen 
rechtfertigen können. Es wird sich herausstellen, dass diese Positionen für verschiedene 
Argumente zum Thema Glaubensrevision von entscheidender Bedeutung sind.

Während es eine Reihe von Theorien der Glaubensrevision gibt, die im Einklang mit  der 
ersten Position sind, wurde bisher noch keine angemessenen Theorie, die im Einklang 
mit der zweiten Position steht, entwickelt. Dies soll hier geschehen. Dabei werden auch 
die Voraussetzungen und Implikationen einer solchen Theorie genau untersucht.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Formal Epistemology, Belief Revision and Experience
1.2 Outline
1.3 Notation

1.1 Formal Epistemology, Belief Revision and Experience1

"What should we believe?" is one of the oldest philosophical questions. But it is not 
only of philosophical interest. It is a question we constantly face both in science and 
everyday life. Hence, it comes as no surprise that the history of philosophy contains a 
multitude of attempts to find a general answer to it. During the last decades it has been 
tried to address this question with the help of the formal tools of modern mathematics 

and logic. This approach, known as formal epistemology, has proven to be very 
successful and gains more and more influence among the philosophical community.
One of the main goals of formal epistemology is to provide general rules on how we 
should revise our beliefs in the light  of new evidence. So far, several accounts which 
propose such rules have been developed. These accounts have in common that they say 

very little about the role experience plays for belief revision. This is surprising, since 
more often than not, it is our experiences which make us change our beliefs.

Intuitively, the role of experiences for belief change seems to be very clear. We often 
refer to our experiences when we are asked for a justification of our beliefs.

In the context of formal epistemology, the idea that experiences can justify our beliefs 
has already been articulated by Carnap  in a letter to Jeffrey  in 1957. Since then, it is at 
least implicitly held by  many authors, for example by Field, Christensen and very 
recently, Weisberg.2  These authors note that if it is true that experiences can justify  our 

1

1 Some parts of this chapter have been contained in my dissertation concept for this dissertation. 

2 Jeffrey (1975), Field (1979), Christensen (1992), Weisberg (2009), (unpublished)



beliefs, the most established theories of rational belief change are incomplete, as they 

say nothing about this form of justification.

It is often the case in philosophy that what seems intuitively clear turns out to be very 
unclear upon close inspection. This is true also for the role of experience for belief 
change. Is it  really our experiences that justify our beliefs, or is it rather our beliefs 

about what we experienced that justifies our beliefs? How can it  even be possible that 
experiences stand in a justificatory relation to our beliefs?
What makes the situation worse is that, to the best of my  knowledge, there is no 
satisfactory account which explains how the justification of beliefs by experiences is 
supposed to work.

To provide such an account will be my goal in the following. My hope is that by doing 
so, I will be able to clarify  the view that  experiences can justify beliefs and make its 
implications and presuppositions apparent. Also, while a thorough defense of this view 
would exceed the scope of this work, I think that by  showing that  it is possible to 
provide a precise account on the justification of beliefs by experiences, a major 

complaint against this view can be met.
It will turn out  that the resulting account has interesting applications, even if the view 
that experiences justify beliefs is rejected.

1.2 Outline

I will proceed as follows: first it will be necessary to introduce the basic machinery of 
formal epistemology. I will start in chapter 2 with the AGM  belief revision theory, 
which appears to provide an intuitively very appealing way to represent beliefs and 
belief changes of an epistemic agent.3  It  will turn out  to be lacking both expressive 

power as well as adequate means to model iterated belief revision. Thus, I will turn to 
ranking theory, an advancement of the AGM belief revision theory, which is able to 
overcome these problems.4

In chapter 3, I will introduce subjective probability theory, today's most  dominant 
theory  of rational belief change. Although ranking theory  and subjective probability 

theory  have striking similarities, I will point out some major differences. I will briefly 
discuss these and compare the advantages and disadvantages of each account. Instead of 
concluding that one of these accounts has to be preferred over the other, I will 

2

3 Alchourrón, C. E.; Gärdenfors, P.; Makinson, D. (1985)

4 The original article is Spohn (1988), the most comprehensive and up to date version is Spohn 
(2012).



acknowledge that both have interesting aspects and will, for the remainder of this work, 

discuss both accounts in parallel.
In chapter 4 I will discuss some problems which the simple rules for belief change 
introduced in chapter 2 and 3 face. I will then introduce more general update rules 
proposed by Jeffrey and Spohn which overcome these problems.5  The discussion of 
these general rules of belief change will show that some stance towards the role 

experiences play for belief change needs to be taken. I will continue chapter 4 by 
comparing two accounts on this matter: the view that experiences merely cause belief 
changes and the view that experiences can also justify  these. I will observe with Carnap 
that the simple rules for belief change discussed in chapter 2 and 3 can satisfy the claim 
that experiences can justify beliefs much easier than the more general rules.6  In chapter 

5 I will for this reason investigate whether the simple rules for belief change can be 
defended.
As this will not prove to provide an ultimately satisfying solution, in chapter 6 I will 
continue by discussing the suggestions of Field and Shenoy7 on how the more general 
rules of updating can be brought in accordance with the claim that experiences can 

justify  beliefs. I will discuss and generalize an objection against these suggestions 
proposed by Garber8  and modify Field's and Shenoy's accounts to defend them against 
Garber's criticism. The resulting theory will be able to determine how an agent should 
change her beliefs upon making an experience which comes with a specific strength or 
clarity. 

In chapter 7 I will argue with Christensen and Weisberg9  that the assumption that 
experiences come with a specific strength must be given up, because how strongly  an 
experience should alter the beliefs of an agent depends not only on the experience itself, 
but also on various background beliefs of the agent.
In chapter 8 I will finally  introduce and discuss an account which is able to take such 

background beliefs into consideration and which thereby constitutes a complete theory 
of the justification of beliefs by experiences.
I will close in chapter 9 with a summary of my results and a quick overview of open 
questions and further research topics.

3

5 Jeffrey (1983), Spohn (2012)

6 Jeffrey (1975)

7 Field (1978), Shenoy (1991)

8 Garber (1980)

9 Christensen (1992), Weisberg (2009), (unpublished)



1.3 Notation

I will use the following notational conventions. I will refer to sections and chapters  
simply  by  numbers without brackets. Definitions, claims and assumptions are 
represented by  combinations of capital letters and numbers in brackets, (JC2) refers, for 
example, to the second definition for Jeffrey conditionalization.

Capital letters denote sentences, B denotes the set of sentences believed by an agent and 

 a language. W denotes the set of all possible worlds, lower case letters propositions, 

A an algebra over the set of possible worlds, ! an atom of an algebra and " the set of 

atoms of an algebra.  refers to the non-negative integers, + to the non-negative 

integers plus positive infinity.  to all integers and + to all integers plus positive and 

negative infinity.  denotes the set of real numbers and e the base for the natural 

logarithm.

4



Chapter 2

From AGM to Ranking Theory

2.1 Belief Sets
2.2 Belief Revision
2.3 Selection and Entrenchment

2.4 Iterated Belief Revision and A Priori Based Models of Belief Change
2.5 Propositions and the Algebra of the Epistemic Agent
2.6 Ranking Theory Basics

2.1 Belief Sets

What could be a more natural representation of the belief state of an agent than the set 
of all sentences that agent believes to be true? Let us call this set the belief set10  of the 

agent. Real agents have all kinds of sentences in their belief sets. Among those might be 
sentences which are jointly contradictory. Having contradictory beliefs is obviously 
epistemically defective in some way, even though it is not trivial why contradictory 
beliefs are indeed a bad thing. While contradictory beliefs cannot all be true and 
therefore cannot constitute an optimal belief state - if optimal means for me to avoid 

having false beliefs - having contradictory beliefs is not the only cause for false beliefs. 
My beliefs could all be consistent and false at the same time. Depending on the notion 
of closeness to the truth which one employs, it might even be the case that a specific 
contradictory belief set is closer to the truth than a specific consistent belief state. 
Figuring out how to compare different belief states which are in some way defective 

seems to me to be a very important and highly interesting question, but one which I 
cannot pursue here. Instead, I will for now just assume, as it is commonly done, that it is 
a rationality constraint to have consistent beliefs. The consistency  requirement seems 

5

10  My use of this term here is more general than usual. Most  authors define belief sets to be 
consistent and deductively closed. See for example Gärdenfors and Rott (1995), p. 46-47. I 
prefer the more general usage to be able to use the term belief set to refer to the set  of beliefs of 
an agent  independent  of whether the beliefs of that agent are consistent  and deductively closed 
or not.



particularly unavoidable if another commonly assumed rationality constraint is 

accepted, namely to believe the logical consequences of one's beliefs. As everything 
follows logically from a contradiction, believing all the logical consequences of our 
beliefs would require us to believe everything if some of our beliefs were contradictory. 
Such a belief state would clearly be unable to provide us with any of the guidance we 
expect from our beliefs.

To fail to believe the logical consequences of our beliefs seems outright absurd, at least 
for simple cases. If one were to believe "It is warm" to be true and "The sun is shining" 
to be true as well, why  would one refuse to believe "It  is warm and the sun is shining"? 
If one believes the first  two statements, there is no additional risk in believing the third 
sentence to be true: as soon as the first two are true, the third one has to be true as well. 

Not everyone might realize this - especially  not for more complicated logical 
consequences - but this does not render it any more reasonable to fail to believe the 
consequences of one's beliefs. As with consistency, this reasoning is not conclusive, and 
I will come back to this discussion later.11

These two requirements are often assumed to completely describe the static norms for 

belief.

(SB1) A belief set should be consistent.
(SB2) A belief set should be deductively closed.12

I will discuss alternative suggestions for the static norms of belief in chapter 3. Let us 
for now assume that they hold and and see wether similar norms can be given for the 
dynamics of belief.

2.2 Belief Revision

The beliefs of an agent do not  stay the same over time, but change constantly. As we 
will see later, there can be various reasons for a belief change to occur. For now I am 
interested in only one of these reasons, namely  an agent forming a new belief. I will also 
ignore, for the time being, any  questions regarding why the agent forms new beliefs and 

whether or not she should do so in a specific case.

6

11 See section 3.4.

12 These two norms can be found, for example, in Gärdenfors and Rott  (1995) and have already 
been proposed with respect to theories in Hintikka (1964).



There is a well-known theory  proposed by Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson,13 the 

so-called AGM belief revision theory, about how an agent should react upon forming 
new beliefs. Let us assume an agent to have the belief set B, that she conforms to the 
two norms for the statics of belief (SB1) and (SB2) stated above and that B thus is 
consistent and deductively closed.

The AGM  theory tells us the following for the case in which the agent comes to believe 
a sentence P.
If P is consistent with B, she should, according to the AGM  theory, form a new belief 
set B' in the following straightforward way: the agent should simply add the sentence P 
to the sentences in B and deductively  close the resulting set. This operation is known as 

expansion.
If P is not consistent  with the prior belief set B, things get a little more complicated. Just 
applying expansion here would result in a contradictory belief set and thus in a violation 
of (SB1). In order to avoid contradictions, one has to remove all those sentences 
inconsistent with P from B before expanding with P. This process of removing sentences 

is called contraction.
With expansion and contraction at hand one can define belief revision by  the so-called 
Levi identity: to revise B by P first contract B by ¬P to preclude possible inconsistencies 
and then expand the resulting set by P.

To provide rules for contraction is tricky  for two reasons. One the one hand, it is not 
sufficient to just remove ¬P from B. If there remain sentences in B which imply  ¬P, ¬P 
would sneak back in after logically closing the set. Thus sufficiently many  sentences 
have to be removed from B, such that ¬P is not implied anymore. On the other hand, we 
do not want to remove too many sentences. Information is precious and hard to come 

by, so unnecessary losses of information should be avoided. Gärdenfors and Rott call 
this the criterion of informational economy.14 Together with the norms on the statics of 
believes proposed above and the basic idea that  contraction is supposed to remove some 
of the sentences from the belief set, informational economy imposes the following 
constraints on contraction, known as the AGM postulates for contraction.15

7

13  See Alchourrón, Gärdenfors, Makinson (1985), Gärdenfors and Mankinson (1988), 
Gärdenfors and Rott (1995).

14 See Gärdenfors and Rott (1995).

15 See Gärdenfors and Makinson (1988), see also Huber (2009).



Let Cn(B) denote the deductive closure of B and B∸P the contraction of B by P.

(C1) If B = Cn(B), then B∸P = Cn(B∸P).   Deductive Closure

(C2) B∸P ! B      Inclusion

(C3) If P " Cn(B), then B∸P = B.    Vacuity

(C4) If P " Cn(#), then P " Cn(B∸P).   Success

(C5) If Cn({P}) = Cn({Q}), then B∸P = B∸Q.  Preservation
(C6) If B = Cn(B), then B ! Cn((B∸P)${P}).  Recovery

(C7) If B = Cn(B), then (B∸P)!(B∸Q) ! B∸(P%Q).

(C8) If B = Cn(B) and P " B∸(P%Q), then B∸(P%Q) ! B∸P.

The postulates (C2), (C4) and (C5) make sure that contraction actually does what it is 
supposed to do, namely to remove sentences from - and not add sentences to - the belief 
set. (C2) demands that contraction should not lead to new beliefs. (C4) demands that 

after contracting with a sentence, that sentence should not be contained in the resulting 
set, unless it  is tautological. (C5) demands that contracting with logically equivalent 
sentences should have the same effect and thus ensure that it is the content of a sentence 
that drives contraction and not its linguistic form.
Postulates (C1) and (C2) guarantee that the belief set resulting from a contraction 

fulfills the two norms for the statics of belief. (C1) demands that the resulting set is 
deductively closed if the original set was and thus guarantees (SB2). By  demanding that 
contraction should not lead to new beliefs, (C2) guarantees that the resulting set  is 
consistent if the original set was, as demanded by (SB1).
Finally, the postulates (C3) and (C6)-(C8) make sure that as many beliefs as possible are 

being preserved and thus make sure contraction fulfills the informational economy 
requirement. (C3) demands that contracting by a sentence which is not in the initial set 
should not remove any  sentences and leave the belief set unchanged. (C6) demands that 
one should end up  with the same set with which one started if one successively 
contracted and expanded by  one and the same sentence. (C7) demands that contracting 

with P%Q should preserve all the sentences preserved by both the contraction with P and 

the contraction with Q. (C8) demands contracting with P should preserve all the 
sentences preserved by the contraction with P%Q, if P is not preserved by the 

contraction with P%Q.16

While these postulates dictate many aspects of contraction, they  still do not uniquely 

determine which sentences should be removed in non-trivial cases. Assume, for 

8
16 See Huber (2009) p. 25, see also Gärdenfors and Rott (1995) p. 52-56.



example, that B contains both P and ¬P&¬Q. If the agent comes to believe that Q is 

true ,she will have to give up one of those beliefs, but the AGM postulates do not tell us 
which. They also tell us not  to give up both if giving up  one of them is sufficient to 
make Q consistent with B. Thus more information is needed in order to decide how an 
agent should revise her beliefs in such a case.

2.3 Selection and Entrenchment

According to Gärdenfors and Rott, it is not surprising that the merely  logical properties 
(C1)-(C8) do not uniquely  determine a revised belief state. What is needed in addition is 

a selection mechanism that decides which beliefs to keep  and which ones to give up if 
there are several alternatives.17

One way to do this consists in ordering the sentences in the language of the agent 
according to how entrenched these are in the belief state of the agent. According to 

Gardenfors and Rott, we can understand entrenchment as measuring the value of the 
sentences for scientific and practical reasoning.18  An alternative, and less vague, 
interpretation of entrenchment consists in understanding it as an ordering of how 
prepared the agent is to give up the belief in the respective sentences, if she is forced to 
give up some of her beliefs.19 A strongly  entrenched belief is thus more firmly believed 

than other beliefs.

According to Gärdenfors and Makinson20, epistemic entrenchment is a relation ⪯, 

defined for a belief set B, over the set  of all the sentences of the relevant language, 

such that the following conditions hold for all P, Q and R in .

(E1) If P ⪯ Q and Q ⪯ R, then P ⪯ R.    Transitivity
(E2) If P ⊢ Q, then P ⪯ Q.      Dominance

(E3) P ⪯ P%Q or Q ⪯ P%Q.     Conjunctivity

(E4) If ' " Cn (B), then P " B just in case (Q )  : P ⪯ Q. Minimality

(E5) If (P )  : P ⪯ Q, then Q ) Cn (#).   Maximality

9

17 Gärdenfors and Rott (1995), p. 54-55 and p. 61.

18 See Gärdenfors and Rott (1995), p. 66.

19 See Gärdenfors and Rott (1995), p. 66 and Huber (2009), p. 26

20 Gärdenfors and Makinson (1988)



(E1) demands that if Q is more entrenched than P and R is more entrenched than Q, R is 

also more entrenched than P. (E2) is highly plausible if (SB2) holds. It follows from 
(SB2) that if P entails Q, P should not be in a belief set in which Q is not. Thus if P 
entails Q and an agent has to decide whether to give up  P or Q, it will always be at least 
as good to keep Q as it is to keep P, because the agent has to give up P anyways if she 
gives up Q. (E3) demands that it cannot be the case that both P and Q are more 

entrenched than P%Q. This is reasonable as, because of (SB2), an agent who believes 

both P and Q cannot give up P%Q if she does not give up either P or Q. (E4) demands 

that sentences not believed are minimally  entrenched, and (E5) demands that only 
tautologies are maximally entrenched.21

With the help  of this entrenchment relation for a given belief set, a contraction function 
for that belief set can be defined in the following way, with P≺Q being defined as P⪯Q 

and not Q⪯P.22

(C∸) Q ) B∸P iff Q ) B and either P ≺ P & Q or ⊢ P.

The thus defined contraction function satisfies (C1)-(C8) and has the necessary  means 
to decide which beliefs to keep and which ones to give up.23 If in our previous example 
P was more epistemically entrenched than ¬P&¬Q, the agent should rather give up 

¬P&¬Q than P if she learns Q.

Even though the entrenchment relation is defined on a language, it is done so only with 
reference to a specific belief set, due to condition (E4). This creates a problem known as 

the problem of iterated belief change. An entrenchment ordering for a belief set B 
allows us to revise B once in order to obtain a new belief set B'. The entrenchment 
relation itself is not revised, however. Thus there is no entrenchment ordering for this 
new belief set B', and thereby there is no way to revise the new belief set of the agent.

This problem is generated by  the fact that we start with a belief set and an entrenchment 
ordering and end up with merely a belief set. This is sometimes called a violation of the 
principle of categorical matching.

10

21 See Gärdenfors and Makinson (1988), p. 89.

22 See Gärdenfors and Makinson (1988), p. 89.

23 See Gärdenfors and Makinson (1988), p. 90.



(PCM) Principle of Categorical Matching:

The representation of a belief state after a belief change has taken place should be 
of the same format as the representation of the belief state before the change.24

2.4 Iterated Belief Revision and A Priori Based Models of Belief Change

There are basically  two ways to prevent a violation of (PCM) and to make sure that 
there is an entrenchment ordering for the new belief set: either provide an update 
mechanism for the entrenchment ordering or make sure the same entrenchment ordering 
can be used after the belief set has changed.

How to update the entrenchment ordering has been discussed in Rott25 and Nayak26. The 
account of Nayak has been motivated by ranking theory  which I will discuss below. In a 
way ranking theory also consists in a method to update the entrenchment ordering, even 
though there are important differences between ranks and entrenchment, as we will see 
later.

If the entrenchment ordering is not updated we need to make sure that we will be able to 
reuse it  after revising a belief set. Rott27 discusses a weaker entrenchment relation which 
is described by (E1)-(E3) only and thus does not depend on a specific belief set. As a 
result, such an entrenchment relation can be used to update any  belief set  and can thus 

be used for iterated belief revisions.
There is another way to reuse the entrenchment ordering even without weakening it. As 
I have not  found this discussed in the literature I want to briefly  mention it here. It 
makes use of a technique which will be of importance throughout this work.

Usually models of rational belief change are what I am going to call prior based. A prior 
based model of rational belief change starts with the belief state of an agent prior to her 
obtaining a specific piece of information and then reasons what the belief state of the 
agent should be after she received that piece of information. In the AGM case we start 

11

24  This formulation, as well as the name, is due to Gärdenfors and Rott (1995), p. 37, they 
mention an earlier version of this principle discussed in Dalal (1988).

25 Rott (1991)

26 Nayak (1994)

27 Rott (1992)



with a belief set and an entrenchment relation prior to the agent coming to believe a 

specific sentence.
An a priori based model of rational belief change, by contrast, starts with the a priori 
belief state of the agent, that is, the belief state the agent is in, prior to receiving any 
kind of information. To determine which belief state an agent should adopt at a specific 
time t, one reasons how an agent in that a priori belief state should react if she received 

all the information she received up  to t at once. I will discuss this method and various 
objections one might raise against it in more detail later. Let us, for now, see how this 
can be put to use in the present case.28

Let us assume that we know the a priori belief state of an agent  represented by a belief 

set B and an entrenchment relation * for this belief set. Let us further assume that we 

know all the sentences P1, P2, ... Pt-1 an agent came to believe at  a specific time. Let &t 
be the conjunction of all Pn with n#t.

To determine the belief set this agent should be in after coming to believe Pt we simply 
revise B by &t as described by (C∸), putting to use the a priori entrenchment relation *. 

If we want to revise the resulting belief set again by Pt+1 we go back to the a priori belief 

set B and revise it  by &t+1. We can still use * for this revision, as the belief set which is 

being revised is B again. Thus there is no need to update the entrenchment relation and 
neither do we have to weaken it, as we always revise the same belief set.

If &n is inconsistent, the belief set of the agent at  n will be required to be inconsistent as 
well. This means that this update procedure does not allow for the agent to first learn 
that a sentence P is true and then that P is indeed false without ending up in an 
inconsistent belief state. Let me call this the problem of inconsistent information.
In this respect, a priori based AGM  belief revision behaves similar to simple 

conditionalization, which will be discussed soon. Both these revision rules take 
sentences that have once been learned to be unrevisable. If a sentence P is learned to be 
true, it will never be given up again. Unrevisability is problematic. I will discuss this 
feature in more detail later and will also suggest how it can be circumvented.
For now, let  me just emphasize that the problem of inconsistent information is not a 

problem of a priori based belief revision in particular, but  rather brought about by the 
fact that AGM as well as simple conditionalization only  allow for one type of learning. 
More general belief revision rules, which I will discuss later, will allow for what is 
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learned to come with different degrees of strength. If an agent learns both that P and that 

¬P, it can be decided whether P should be believed or not by comparing the strength 
with which P and ¬P have been learned. As AGM does not allow for different strengths 
of learning, this way to deal with agents being confronted with contradictory 
information is not viable for the AGM theory. Instead, the original prior based AGM 
belief revision theory always gives precedence to what is learned last  by  requiring that 

whatever is learned has to be part of the new belief state.29

Let me conclude this section by emphasizing that employing a priori based belief 
revision is an interesting option if one is interested in keeping as much as possible of the 
original AGM account while making iterated revision possible. It requires very little 

modification of the AGM  account, and the problem of inconsistent information is not 
really a new problem for the AGM belief revision theory but merely a consequence of 
allowing for only one type of learning.

I will discuss a priori based belief revision in more detail and with different applications 

in later chapters. Before I discuss a final solution to the iteration problem - namely 
ranking theory - it will be necessary to discuss a different view concerning the objects 
of belief.

2.5  Propositions and the Algebra of the Epistemic Agent

Instead of assuming that the objects of belief are sentences, as in standard AGM theory, 
it is more common for theories of rational belief change to assume that the objects of 
belief are contents of sentences, or propositions. In a way, standard AGM already 
assumes the contents of sentences to be the objects of belief by postulating (C5). If 

sentences with the same content are treated alike it is possible to translate every  account 
based on sentences into an account based on propositions. If we require sentences to be 
of finite length, the reverse is not true. In that case an account based on propositions is 
more general than an account based on sentences.30

Propositions, or contents of sentences, are usually  assumed to be arbitrary sets of 

possibilities or of possible worlds. Let W denote the set of all possibilities. The set of all 
sets with the elements of W is called the power set of W. It is the set of all propositions 
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29  This is guaranteed by the second AGM postulate for revision. The AGM postulates for 
revision follow from the postulates for contraction discussed above. See Gärdenfors and Rott 
(1995), p. 53 and pp. 56-58. Simple conditionalization, by contrast, gives precedence to what  is 
learned first, later contradictory information cannot be learned, as simple conditionalization 
would then not not be defined.

30 See Huber (2009), p. 3.



there are. There are - in some way or other - many possible worlds and there are even 

more sets of these. It  is reasonable to assume that no real agent could ever think about 
all these propositions, the agent would lack the conceptual and computational resources 
to even grasp the differences between all of these. Real agents do not entertain an 
epistemic attitude - believe, disbelieve, believe to some degree or suspension of 
judgement - towards all propositions there are, most of them never cross their minds.

In principle, any arbitrary  subset of the set of all propositions could suffice as the set  of 
propositions towards which the agent entertains an epistemic attitude. It  is helpful, 
though, to restrict one's attention to those sets of propositions which form an algebra 
over the set of possible worlds. An algebra A over W is a subset of the power set of W 
such that W itself is in A, and for all propositions which are in A their complements and 

their unions are in A as well. This restriction guarantees that any agent under 
consideration who has an epistemic attitude towards some propositions also has an 
epistemic attitude towards their negations and their logical combinations. In fact, this 
seems so natural that an agent whose set of propositions towards which she entertains an 
epistemic attitude does not form an algebra seems to be epistemic defective in some 

sense. In the following, I will always assume that the set  of propositions towards which 
an agent  has epistemic attitudes is an algebra over the set of possible worlds. I will call 
this set simply the algebra of the agent.
Every  finite algebra contains elements such that no element of the algebra, except the 
empty set, is a proper subset of them. I will call these propositions the atoms of the 

algebra or the atomic propositions.31  The respective agent is unable to distinguish 
between the possible worlds which are elements of these propositions.

Why should we bother with the fact that real agents only have a limited amount of 
conceptual resources? Why should we not just idealize and assume that their algebra is 

the power set of W and thus that they are what I am going to call conceptually 
omniscient?
There are two reasons. The first reason is that one purpose of idealizations is to decrease 
the complexity of a model. This is not achieved by assuming the algebra of the agent to 
be the power set of W. On the contrary, this assumption can cause additional problems 

for modeling, because the power set of W is very  large. If we do not assume conceptual 
omniscience, we might even assume the algebra of the agent to be finite, which can be a 
very helpful assumption that does not seem very far-fetched for real agents.
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propositions. While an atomic sentence contains very little information and could, for example, 
merely consist in the attribution of a predicate to an object, an atomic proposition is a 
description of the world which is as complete as the algebra allows and is thus maximally 
informative. See also Spohn (2012), p. 18.



A second reason for not assuming conceptual omniscience for the agents under 

investigation is that we might be interested in the process of the agent acquiring new 
conceptual resources. Modeling conceptual learning would be impossible if there was 
nothing to be learned by the agent.

2.6 Ranking Theory Basics

Ranking Theory is an advancement of the AGM theory which provides a neat solution 
to the iteration problem. It  does so by  replacing the merely comparative notion of 
epistemic entrenchment by  the quantitative notion of a rank and thereby also provides 
more expressive power than the AGM theory.

In ranking theory  the belief state of an agent is not represented by a belief set. Instead, it 
is represented by a ranking function which induces a belief set.32  AGM  belief revision 
theory  demands that the belief set of an agent is consistent and deductively closed. In 
ranking theory there are demands for ranking functions, which guarantee that the belief 

set induced by the ranking function is consistent and deductively closed as well. There 
are different ways to define a ranking function, the following is a simple and intuitively 
appealing version:

(RF) Definition Ranking Function:33

Let A be an algebra over W. Then " is a ranking function for A iff " is a function 

from A into + such that for all P, Q ) A:

(RF1) " (W) = 0 and "(#) = #

(RF2) "(p$q) = min {"(p), "(q)}

"(p) is called the (negative) rank of p.

A ranking function is a grading of disbelief. The higher the rank of a proposition is, the 

more strongly this proposition is disbelieved. Thus the rank of a proposition can also be 
called the strength of disbelief or degree of disbelief in that proposition.34  If the rank is 
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32 See Spohn (1988), (1990), (2009) and Huber (2009).

33 This Definition is taken from Spohn (2009), p. 188 with a minor modification.

34 Some authors reserve the notion degree of belief for probabilistic theories of rational belief 
change, as discussed below. Following Spohn (2009) the term degree is used more general here, 
namely to denote any way in which the confidence in the truth of a proposition could vary.



0, the proposition is not disbelieved at  all, which does not automatically mean that it is 

believed. If both a proposition and its negation have rank 0, the agent  does not 
disbelieve either and thus suspends judgement.
Belief in a proposition is represented by the disbelief in its negation. If the rank of $p  is 
positive and the agent thus thinks that $p is false, she believes p. The rank of $p can also 
be called the positive rank of p or the degree of belief in p. Thus by being a grading of 

disbelief, ranks grade belief as well.
The belief set of the agent is simply the set of all propositions with a degree of belief 
greater than 0. (RF1) demands that tautologies are maximally believed and 
contradictions maximally disbelieved. (RF2) guarantees that the belief set is deductively 
closed. (RF1) and (RF2) together imply that for each proposition either the proposition 

itself or its negation or both have rank 0 and thus that the agent's belief set is consistent. 

In order to model belief revision within ranking theory we need to introduce one more 
notion: conditional ranks.

(CRF) Definition Conditional Ranking Function:

Let "(·) be a ranking function for A, then the conditional ranking function "(·∣*) is 

defined for all p and q in A with "(q)<# as "(p∣q)="(p!q)-"(q).

(CRF) guarantees that %(·∣*) is a ranking function as well.

The conditional rank %(p∣q) is the rank an agent assigns to p under the hypothesis that  q 

is the case. With this notion at hand we can state a very simple rule for belief revision 
for ranking theory:

(PC) Definition Plain Conditionalization:

If the old ranking function of an agent is "old(·) with "old(p)<# and this agent then 
learns with certainty that p, her new ranking function should be

"new(·) = "old(·∣p). 

I will call %(·∣p) the conditionalization of "(·) on p, and call p the input proposition or 

simply the input for this conditionalization. I will sometimes refer to rules of belief 
change like (PC) as to update rules.
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Learning p with certainty means that  the new rank for $p will be &. This is, of course, 

extreme as we seem to be able to learn things without ending up  being as certain of their 
truth as we possibly could get. We will discuss a more moderate update rule later.

As we have seen, the belief state of an agent in ranking theory is represented by a 
ranking function which induces a belief set. By  updating this ranking function via (PC) 

we arrive at another ranking function, which again induces a belief set. As the output of 
the revision is the same as the input - a ranking function - (PCM) is not violated and 
there is no iteration problem.

Conditional ranks also allow us to define what it means for a proposition to be a reason 

for another proposition for an agent in the following way.

(REA1) Definition Reason 1:

Let " be the belief state of the agent, then p is a reason for q for this agent, iff       
"($q∣p)>"($q∣$p) or "(q∣p)<"(q∣$p). Furthermore, p is a reason against q for the agent 

iff "($q∣p)<"($q∣$p) or "(q∣p)>"(q∣$p) and q is independent of p for the agent, iff p is 

neither a reason for nor against q.35

Originally, ranking functions have not been defined directly on propositions, as in (RF), 
but on possible worlds instead.36  Huber calls such ranking functions pointwise ranking 

function.37 The definition of a pointwise ranking function is simple:

(PRF) Definition Pointwise Ranking Function:38

"p is a pointwise ranking function, iff "p is a function from W into + such that    

"p(w)=0 for at least one w)W.

From (PRF) one can define a ranking function % on an algebra A by defining %(#)=& 

and for all p)A with p'#: %(p)=min{%p(w):w)p}.
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37 See Huber (2006).

38 See Huber (2006) and Spohn (1988).



As Huber argues, pointwise ranking functions are ill-suited to represent the belief state 

of an agent, as agents typically do not entertain an epistemic attitude towards single 
possible worlds but only towards the propositions in their algebra.39

A middle ground between a ranking function and a pointwise ranking function is what I 
will call an atomic ranking function.

(ARF) Definition atomic ranking function:

Let A be an algebra over W and % the set of all atoms of A. Then "a is an atomic 

ranking function, iff "a is a function from % into + such that "a(&)=0 for at least 

one &)%.

From (ARF) one can define a ranking function % on an algebra A in the same way as 

from (PRF) by defining %(#)=& and for all p)A with p'#: %(p)=min{%a(!):!!p}.

Atomic ranking functions will prove useful later, as they avoid Huber's criticism against 
pointwise ranking functions but maintain their useful theoretical properties.

As stated above it is possible to translate accounts based on sentences into accounts 

based on propositions. This can be achieved in the following way. Let  be a formal 

language, Mod  the set of all models for  and Mod (P) the set of all models of  that 

make P true. By forming the power set of Mod  we get a set containing all the 

propositions which are expressed by  the sentences of , with Mod (P) being the 

proposition expressed by P.40  Under the assumption that  only  contains finitely  long 

sentences, the power set of Mod  could contain propositions which are not expressed by 

any sentence of . In that case it would not always be possible to translate accounts 

based on propositions into an account based on sentences, making the propositional 
framework more general.41
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39 See Huber (2006).

40 Under the assumption stated above that propositions are sets of possible worlds, this identity 
claim comes out false. In that case this procedure would only provide us with a set of 
proposition-like entities that can be used to represent the real propositions. It  is, of course, 
unclear whether there really is a realm of language-independent propositions and, if so, whether 
these in fact  are sets of possible worlds or whether sets of possible worlds merely serve as a 
representation of those, either. Thanks to Franz Huber for helping me to get clear on this 
relation.

41 See Huber (2009), p. 3.



We can use this procedure to define an entrenchment ordering ⪯ for a language  by a 

ranking function % on an algebra over Mod  for the belief set induced by % in the 

following way: 

(R⪯) For all P and Q in : P ⪯ Q iff "(Mod (¬P)) ' "(Mod (¬Q)).

This shows that ranking theory is in accordance with the AGM postulates.42  For this 

reason I will restrict my attention to ranking theory in what follows.

As we have seen, both ranks and epistemic entrenchment grade how firmly a 
proposition is believed by an agent. This is not the only  way  to evaluate the epistemic 
attitude of an agent towards a proposition. The most influential way  to do this is to 

employ subjective probabilities. How this is done and how subjective probabilities 
relate to ranks is what I will discuss in the next chapter.
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42 See Huber (2009), p. 27.



Chapter 3

Subjective Probabilities

3.1 Subjective Probability Theory Basics
3.2 Ranks and Subjective Probabilities
3.3 Eliminativism

3.4 Reducing Beliefs to Subjective Probabilities
3.5 Reducing Subjective Probabilities to Ranked Beliefs
3.6 Dualism

3.1 Subjective Probability Theory Basics

Instead of using a belief set induced by a ranking function, subjective probability theory 
represents the belief state of an agent by  a subjective probability distribution. Such a 

distribution measures how certain or uncertain an agent is about whether a specific 
proposition holds. As with ranking functions there are demands a probability 
distribution has to fulfill in order to be counted as rational.43 For the static case these are 
simply the axioms of probability theory.44

Let A be the algebra of the agent on W and P the subjective probability  distribution on 

the elements of A. P should fulfill the following principles for all p and q in A.

(PR1) P(p) ( 0
(PR2) P(W) = 1
(PR3) P(p$q) = P(p) + P(q) if p!q=#

To describe the dynamic laws we need the notion of conditional probabilities, which 
represent the probability of p given that q is the case.
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following it denotes any assignment of values to propositions. Thus I can differentiate between 
belief states represented by probability distributions which fulfill the rationality requirements 
and those that do not.

44 Kolmogorov (1956)



(CPR) P(p∣q)=P(p!q)/P(q), if P(q))0 and undefined otherwise.

It will be important in the following that P(·∣q) is a probability distribution on A 

fulfilling (PR1)-(PR3) if P(·) is and P(q)'0.

With the help of conditional probabilities a simple law for the dynamics of subjective 

probabilities can be stated as follows:

(STC) Definition Strict Conditionalization:

If the old subjective probability distribution of an agent is Pold(·) with Pold(p)>0 
and this agent then comes to believe p with certainty, her new subjective 

probability distribution should be

Pnew(·) = Pold(·∣p).

This law simply states that the new belief state of the agent after her subjective 
probability  in p changed to 1 should be what her old belief state was, if the agent had 
assumed that  p was certain.45  As within ranking theory, I will call P(·∣p) the 

conditionalization of P(·) on p, and call p the input proposition for this 
conditionalization.

Conditional probabilities allow us to give an analog definition of a reason to (REA1).

(REA2) Definition Reason 2:

Let P be the belief state of the agent, then p is a reason for q for this agent, iff      
P(q∣p)>P(q). Furthermore, p is a reason against q for the agent iff P(q∣p)<P(q) 

and q is independent of p for the agent, iff p is neither a reason for nor against 
q.46
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3.2 Ranks and Subjective Probabilities

There is a close and not accidental similarity  between (RT1) and (RT2) and (PR1)-
(PR3) as well as between conditional ranks and (PC) and conditional probabilities and 
(STC), and one might get the impression that the difference is merely one of scale.47

This is not true, however. Even though subjective probability theory and ranking theory 
behave alike in many respects, they turn out to be quite different in others, as we will 
see in the following. Most importantly, one should note that even though both ranks and 
subjective probabilities are usually  said to be measures for the degree of belief of an 
agent in a proposition, what these two measures measure, is something very different.

Ranks are a measure for the strength of a belief, they  measure how strongly a believed 
proposition is believed.48  Subjective probabilities instead measure how certain an agent 
assumes a proposition to be the case. Whether or not an agent believes what she takes to 
be relatively or completely certain is not - at least not directly - indicated by the theory.
In other words, ranking theory  sorts propositions into two boxes: the propositions 

believed by  the agent and those not believed. Furthermore, within these boxes ranking 
theory  puts them in an order indicating which beliefs and disbeliefs are held more or 
less firmly and to which degree of firmness they  are held. Subjective probability theory 
does not come with these two boxes of belief and disbelief. Instead it sorts propositions 
on a scale between what the agent takes to be impossible and what the agent takes to be 

certain.

This raises the question of how these two ways to represent the belief state of an agent 
relate to each other. The possible answers to this question can roughly be subsumed 
under two broad categories with two subcategories each.

On the one hand there is monism, claiming that we need either only subjective 
probabilities or ranked beliefs to completely represent the belief state of an agent. 
Monism can take two forms. Eliminativism states that one of the two measures is 
misguided and should be abandoned, reductionism proposes that one of the two 
measures can be reduced to the other.

One the other hand there is dualism, claiming that we need both subjective probabilities 
and ranks to adequately represent belief states. Dualism splits into interactionism, which 
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claims that subjective probabilities and ranks influence each other, and separatism, 

according to which both measures coexist, but are independent of one another.49

In the following I want to briefly discuss these options. While I think that reducing 
subjective probabilities to ranked beliefs is the most promising approach, I will 
conclude that for the purpose of this work a methodological separatism is the best way 

to go.

3.3 Eliminativism

Before considering how we could make ranked beliefs and subjective probabilities fit 

together, we should consider the easiest alternative: picking the more appropriate of the 
two measures and getting rid of the other one.

There are several strong reasons why one might want to choose subjective probabilities 
to represent the belief state of an agent.

Subjective probabilities offer an appealing interpretation of probabilities, which are 
difficult to understand otherwise and which play a very important role in many sciences.
Subjective probabilities also integrate perfectly into decision theory and thus allow for a 
unified theory of belief and action. The connection to decision theory  also offers a 

justification strategy  for the claims of subjective probability  theory by the so-called 
dutch books argument. Assuming standard decision theory, the dutch book argument 
shows that an agent is safe from accepting a series of bets which, taken together, 
guarantee a sure loss - such a series of bets is called a dutch book - if and only if her 
subjective probabilities are in accordance with the probability axioms.

These considerations have compelled many authors to accept subjective probabilities as 
the right measure for degrees of belief.

Modeling belief states in terms of ranking functions and thus as a set of consistent and 
deductively closed beliefs has a range of advantages as well, though. Not only does it 

relate much better to the traditional philosophical discussion, it also offers interesting 
applications in the philosophy of science for topics like causation and laws.50
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50 Spohn discusses a large range of philosophical applications in Spohn (2012).



There are also recent attempts to model decision theory in a ranking framework, even 

though these are by far not as well investigated and established as the probabilistic 
version.51

Ranking theory is also able to easily  model suspension of judgement in a proposition - 
by rank 0 in that proposition and its negation -, something that cannot be done in a 
standard probabilistic setting.52  This has some interesting consequences. It enables 

ranking theory to represent  a completely  unbiased belief state, a belief state in which the 
agent entertains the same epistemic attitude towards all genuine propositions in her 
algebra, that is propositions other than the tautology and the contradiction. As soon as 
the algebra of the agent contains more than two genuine propositions, such an unbiased 
belief state cannot be represented with subjective probabilities. Suspension of 

judgement also enables ranking theory  to model strongly neutral conceptual learning, 
which I will discuss below.53

Ranking theory also fares better with very large algebras, as it allows an agent to 
entertain a positive degree of belief for any amount of disjoint propositions. This is not 
the case in subjective probability theory. If there are uncountably infinitely many 

disjunct propositions with a subjective probability grater than 0 the axioms of 
probability  are violated, as their conjunction would need to have a subjective probability 
greater than 1.
Finally, ranking theory can be justified by its close connection to (SB1) and (SB2): for 
every  belief set of an agent which is consistent and deductively closed there is a ranking 

function that induces it, and no ranking function ever induces a belief set which is not 
consistent and deductively closed.54

I cannot present a substantial discussion of the different advantages and disadvantages 
of both approaches here. However, these brief examples should make clear that there are 

good reasons for applying both of these measures. Thus, while it is possible to endorse 
an eleminativist view, it might be attractive to avoid it, if possible.
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51 See Spohn (2012), pp. 221-224, as well as Giang and Shenoy (2000).

52 A subjective probability of .5 is a bad candidate for this, since it  expresses the conviction that 
something is as likely to be the case as not, instead of expressing a suspension of judgement. It 
is also impossible to use .5 probability to model suspension of judgement  if an agent suspends 
judgement on several propositions, for this an unbiased algebra would be needed, as discussed 
below. A better way to model suspension of judgement  in a probabilistic setting is to represent 
the belief state of an agent by a set of probability distributions instead of by a single probability 
distribution. For a recent discussion see for example Weatherson (2002).

53 Huber (2009), p. 23

54 For more on the justification of ranking theory, see Huber (2007).



3.4 Reducing Beliefs to Subjective Probabilities

By reducing beliefs to subjective probabilities or vice versa one might hope to keep the 
advantages of both accounts while enjoying a clean ontology. The prominent direction 
of reduction is the reduction of beliefs to subjective probabilities.

The easiest way to reduce beliefs to subjective probabilities is to claim that a subjective 
probability  of 1 in p expresses a belief in p. This approach is conservative insofar as it 
results in a consistent and deductively closed belief set. However, a probability of 1 is 
problematic for reasons to be discussed in the next chapter. Furthermore, it seems 
strange that in order to count as believed, a proposition must be assigned the highest 

possible subjective probability. This does not  only make beliefs very  rare, it also 
precludes an ordering among beliefs as ranking theory offers. But most  agents have 
many beliefs and not all of these are believed with equal strength.

A more moderate approach would thus be the claim that an agent  believes p if and only 

if her subjective probability for p  is above a certain threshold. This would allow for a 
reasonable number of beliefs as well as an ordering among them. However, it follows 
from this view that beliefs need not be consistent and deductively closed. This can be 
shown most easily by an argument known as the lottery paradox.55  The lottery paradox 
shows that for every  threshold that one picks, there is a lottery  case such that the agent 

in question has inconsistent beliefs that are not deductively closed.

Assume there is a lottery  of which an agent believes that it has 10 tickets of which one 
is a winner. It would thus be reasonable for her - and in accordance with subjective 
probability  theory - to entertain a subjective probability  of 0.9 for every ticket that it 

loses and a subjective probability of 1 that one of the 10 tickets wins.
Now let  the assumed threshold for belief be .8. As a result the agent will entertain a 
belief for every ticket that this ticket will lose, and the agent will also entertain the 
belief that one of the 10 tickets wins.
However, this set of beliefs is inconsistent and deductively closing it would require the 

agent to believe that it  is not the case that one out of the 10 tickets wins, while at the 
same time believing that it is the case that one out of the 10 tickets wins.
One can easily see how this example generalizes to any arbitrary threshold.56
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One can take the lottery paradox to show one of two things: it either shows that the 

notion of belief cannot be reduced to probabilities - at  least  not in such a straightforward 
way57 - or that beliefs do not need to be consistent and deductively closed.

The claim that beliefs do not  need to be consistent and deductively closed gains some 
plausibility from a reformulation of the lottery paradox also called the preface 

paradox.58  Assume someone wrote a long scientific book which involves many 
individual claims. It seems reasonable to assume that she believes each individual claim, 
otherwise she would not have included it in the book. On the other hand, the author 
might very well realize that long books with many claims usually contain errors. Thus 
she might also believe that there is some error in her book. However, the consistency 

requirement would preclude her from believing that there is a mistake in her book, and 
deductive closure would even require her to believe that  every sentence in her book is 
true. Thus, one might conclude that consistency and deductive closure are too strong 
demands for belief sets. The author is perfectly rational in believing every single 
sentence of her book as well as believing that there is a mistake in it.

I think there is some intuitive appeal to this example. However, as we will see below, 
there are better explanations for this than a failure of closure and consistency. 
According to Spohn, most authors agree that giving up closure and consistency for 
beliefs is a terrible choice. Believing p  and believing q, but failing to belief p(q seems 
to amount to nothing less than failing to understand how conjunction works.59 Believing 

contradictions is obviously even worse.

These considerations show that reducing beliefs to probabilities is no easy task. Is the 
reverse direction of reductionism more promising? This idea has been met with 
skepticism.60  I think the most promising way to do this is to understand subjective 

probabilities as beliefs about objective probabilities. Let us have a brief look at  how 
such an approach would look like.
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See Leitgeb (unpublished), see also Spohn (2012), pp. 213-214.

58 See Christensen (2004), pp. 33-39 and Makinson (1965).

59 See Spohn (2009), p. 210.

60 See, for example, Christensen (2004), pp. 18-20.



3.5 Reducing Subjective Probabilities to Ranked Beliefs61

Let us start by  noticing that the algebra of an agent can contain all kinds of propositions. 
This includes not only propositions that something is the case, but also propositions 
about the probability of something being the case. Such propositions are, for example, 
the proposition that it will probably rain tomorrow, or the proposition that it  is as 

probable that a flipped coin will come up  heads as it is that  it will come up tails. We are 
very familiar with such propositions, we encounter them every day  and also regularly 
express our belief in them. In ordinary life these come in vague forms like the one 
above, but in principle we can, and sometimes do, also entertain beliefs about precise 
probabilities. We might, for example, believe that  the probability  of a flipped coin 

coming up heads is .5. We can define an ordinary ranking function on an algebra 
containing such propositions. As a result we get a belief set for an agent which carries 
not only information about  what an agent believes to be the case, but also about how 
probable an agent believes something to be. We can then understand the subjective 
probabilities of an agent as her beliefs about how probable things are.

Obviously the probabilities about which the agent entertains beliefs cannot themselves 
be subjective probabilities. If I believe that the probability  of a flipped coin coming up 
heads is .5, I believe something other than that I am .5 certain that the coin will come up 
heads. My belief is about the world, not about to which degree I am certain of things.

There are alternative objective interpretations of probabilities - like frequency 
interpretations or propensity interpretations or even Williamson's evidential 
probabilities62 - and there are probabilities of events which seem to be more adequately 
described by those. It  is, for example, unlikely that the probability that a radioactive 

atom decays can be understood as a subjective probability.63  If several such objective 
notions of probability  are viable, an agent might also entertain beliefs about more than 
one kind of objective probability.
For a reduction of subjective probabilities to beliefs about probabilities to be successful 
we would have to be able to understand all subjective probabilities as beliefs about 

some kind of objective probability. While it might seems natural to us that there is an 
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objective probability for the decay of an radioactive atom, it might seem less clear 

whether there is an objective probability  for something like the outcome of a soccer 
match. How plausible objective probabilities are in general or for specific events 
depends on the respective view about objective probabilities. There is a large debate on 
the different interpretations of probability which I do not wish to enter here. Let us, for 
the sake of the argument, assume in the following that everything we want to express by 

subjective probabilities can be understood as a belief about some sort of objective 
probability and see what the benefits of such a reductionistic view would be.

On the one hand, such a view provides us with belief sets which are consistent and 
deductively closed. On the other hand, the set of beliefs about probabilities provides us 

with an - at least partial - subjective probability distribution for the agent, which can be 
used for decision theory.
We can guarantee that this probability distribution is well behaved in the sense that  the 
probabilities confirm to the axioms of probability  by assuming that these axioms are 
believed by the agent.64 If they are, ranking theory would, by guaranteeing consistency, 

prevent an agent from having beliefs about probabilities that violate these axioms.
The subjective probability distribution might  be partial because the agent might be 
indifferent about what the objective probability of an event is. The algebra might even 
lack a proposition concerning the probability of a certain event. The latter will always 
be the case if the algebra of the agent is finite.

The fact that the subjective probability distribution might be partial does not make it 
less valuable for decision theoretic applications. If it provides subjective probabilities 
for the events in question, the rational decision can be determined in the usual way. If it 
does not, this means that the agent does not have subjective probabilities for the relevant 
events, and in that case there simply  is no rational decision to be determined. It is quite 

common that an agent does not  know how likely  an event is and, as a consequence, does 
not know what his ideal decision is. Indeed, I think it  is an advancement with respect to 
ordinary  subjective probability theory that indifference of an agent concerning the 
probability of an event can be adequately represented here.

Both subjective probability and ranking theory can capture part of our ordinary 
understanding of our beliefs very  well. We clearly claim to believe things. I, for 
example, believe that I am writing these words. Ranking theory fares very well in 
representing such beliefs: as members of my belief set. Concerning many topics, 
however, I would not outright claim that I believe them. Will it be sunny  tomorrow? I 
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don't know, it might be relatively sure, because the weather forecast said so, but 

everyone knows that the weather forecast is not always right. Thus, if I were forced to 
bet on good or bad weather tomorrow I would - assuming equal wagers - bet on good 
weather. But would I say that I believe that it will be sunny? Probably  not, I would 
probably  not even say that I believed it  very  weakly. Subjective probability seems to be 
the adequate way to model my epistemic state in a situation like this. Being able to 

represent both beliefs and subjective probabilities seems to be a great advantage of this 
approach.

Finally, and closely related, this approach offers an easy solution to the preface paradox 
discussed above. We can interpret the attitude that the author holds towards the 

individual claims of her book as beliefs that there is a high probability that the claims 
are true. Deductive closure will then only  demand of the author to believe that all her 
claims are likely  to be true, but  it will neither demand of the author to believe that it is 
likely that all claims are true nor to believe that all claims are true. By contrast, the 
author will probably even be required to believe that  it  is unlikely that all claims are 

true.

3.6 Dualism

We have seen that both subjective probabilities and ranks have their advantages and that 

it turns out to be a difficult task to reduce one of them to the other. If one is not content 
with the reductionists attempts and is not prepared to give up  one of the two notions, the 
only alternative is to accept both and to assume they individually  measure distinct 
aspects of the belief state of an agent. One might either hold that these aspects influence 
each other or that they completely fall apart. I do not think either of these options is 

particularly appealing as an ultimate solution. However, as long as these issues are open 
a separatism for methodological reasons might be the right way to go.65  As long as the 
investigation of each approach supplies fruitful results it seems reasonable not to 
abandon either but to explore them to their limits, even if it is unclear how they relate to 
each other.

For the remainder of this work, I will take this stance. This suggests itself here for two 
reasons. On the one hand, ranking theory and subjective probability  have many 
similarities and can - for most parts - easily be translated into each other. As a 
consequence it will make very little difference for the following whether subjective 
probability  theory or ranking theory is the right way to represent the belief state of an 
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agent. I will point out the minor differences in the relevant chapters. On the other hand, 

while most of the relevant literature about the problems discussed in this dissertation 
have been written with the framework of subjective probability  theory  in mind, the 
solutions for these problems can be developed much easier in the framework of ranking 
theory.
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Chapter 4

Simple Conditionalization,
General Conditionalization and Experience

4.1 Jeffrey and Simple Conditionalization
4.2 General Conditionalization
4.3 Experience and its Content

4.4 Experience and Justification
4.5 Experience and Conditionalization

4.1 Jeffrey and Simple Conditionalization

Both ranking theory and subjective probability theory supply  us with a very easy rule to 
update our belief state: plain conditionalization in the first case and strict 
conditionalization in the second. These two rules are analogous, and I will refer to them 

as rules of simple conditionalization in contrast to rules of general conditionalization 
which will be introduced below.66  Simple conditionalization presupposes that there is 
only one type of learning, which consists in an agent coming to believe a proposition 
with certainty. Certainty will here and in the following refer to the maximal degree of 
belief, that is a subjective probability of 1 or a positive rank &. I will call propositions 

for which the agent in question entertains a subjective probability  1 or a positive rank & 
certain propositions.

Jeffrey argues that simple conditionalization is not general enough to capture all 
instances of rational belief change. While he thinks that there are cases in which simple 

conditionalization is applicable, he claims that there are other cases of rational belief 
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change which cannot be modeled by simple conditionalization.67 His example for such a 

belief change is the observation by candlelight example.
In this example an agent experiences a piece of cloth in a badly illuminated room and as 
a result she changes her subjective probabilities to it being green, blue, or violet  to .3, .3, 
and .4. As it stands this example is no counterexample to simple conditionalization. One 
can pick an algebra and a prior probability  distribution on it such that these probabilities 

come out as a result of simple conditionalization on the appropriate proposition. In this 
case such a proposition could be that the cloth looks a specific way. 
But Jeffrey argues that it need not  be the case that there is such a proposition in the 
algebra, while an agent might still respond to perceiving the piece of cloth by changing 
her subjective probabilities for the propositions that the cloth is green, blue, or violet to 

the values .3, .3, and .4.

Generality  is not the only  problem simple conditionalization faces. If the agent becomes 
certain of a proposition every time she changes her belief state, she will be certain of 
many propositions over time. Being certain of a proposition can be seen as problematic 

for two reasons.
On the one hand, certain propositions are rather extreme from an interpretational point 
of view. While it is one thing to require certainty in tautologies, it is questionable wether 
it should be rationally required, or even rationally  allowed for an agent to be maximally 
certain of contingent propositions.

On the other hand, the degree of belief in a certain proposition can never be lowered 
again by applying simple conditionalization. This can be seen by the following 
consideration: Assume Pold(p)=1 and Pnew(p)=Pold(p∣q). If p(q=#, then Pold(q)=0 and 

Pold(p∣q) will not be defined, according to (CPR). If p(q'# then Pold(q)=Pold(p(q) and 

thus Pold(p∣q)=1, according to (CPR). The same holds for plain conditionalization, which 

is only defined for an input proposition p if %old(p)<&, according to (CRF). Thus if 
conditionalization is the only update rule to model rational belief changes, simple 
conditionalization will force the agent to entertain more and more unrevisable beliefs 
over time.68

4.2 General Conditionalization

Jeffrey responds to these issues by discarding the assumption that  belief change is 
always initiated by an agent becoming certain of a proposition. According to him, belief 
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change can be initiated by an agent changing her degree of belief in a proposition to any 

new degree of belief. I will come back to the question, what brings about this initial 
change in the degrees of belief in these propositions soon. Let  us first look at Jeffrey's 
rule on how the agent should change the remainder of her beliefs if the degree of belief 
in one of them is changed.

(JC1) Definition Jeffrey Conditionalization 1:69

Let P be the prior probability distribution of an epistemic agent on her algebra A. 
If the agent changes her subjective probability values for p to P'(p), her posterior 
probability function P' should be

P'(·) = P ( · ∣ p ) · P'(p) + P ( · ∣ $p ) · 1 - P'(p).

According to Jeffrey, a belief change can even be initiated by the agent changing her 

degrees of belief in more than one proposition at once, if the new degrees of belief in 
the propositions for which the belief change takes place are probabilistically coherent.

(JC2) Definition Jeffrey Conditionalization 2:70

Let P be the prior probability distribution of an epistemic agent on her algebra A. 

If the agent changes her subjective probability values for the elements pi of the 
partition {pi )A: i)I} to vi ) [0,1] with *i vi=1, her posterior probability function 

P' should be

P'(·) = *i P ( · ∣ pi) · vi.

The analog update rule to Jeffrey conditionalization for ranking theory is Spohn 

conditionalization. It also comes in two degrees of generalisation.
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The analog definition to (JC1) is

(SPC1) Definition Spohn Conditionalization:71

Let "(·) be the prior ranking function of an epistemic agent on her algebra A. If 
the agent changes her rank for p to 0 and for $p to "'($p), her posterior ranking 
function "'(·) should be

"'(·) = min {"(·∣p), "(·∣$p)+"'($p)}.

The analog definition to (JC2) is

(SPC2) Definition Spohn Conditionalization 2:72

Let " be the prior ranking function of an epistemic agent on her algebra A. If the 
agent changes her ranks for the elements pi of the partition {pi )A: i)I} to ri with 

ri ) + and mini {ri}=0, her posterior ranking function "' should be

"'(·) = mini {"(·∣ pi) + ri}.

I will refer to these rules as general conditionalization rules. It is obvious that  simple 
conditionalization is a special case of general conditionalization. A simple 
conditionalization of p  is identical to a general conditionalization with the partition 

{p,$p} such that p gets the maximal degree of belief and $p the minimal degree of belief; 
that is 1 and 0 for subjective probability theory or 0 and & for ranking theory.

The advantages of general conditionalization are obvious. It easily  avoids the problems 
of simple conditionalization mentioned above. On the one hand, it  allows for a belief 

change from any arbitrary belief state to any other arbitrary belief state without 
restrictions by  the algebra. This can be achieved by letting the partition on which the 
initial belief change occurs be identical to the algebra.
One the other hand, general conditionalization can preserve regularity if vi and ri are 
neither maximal nor minimal. Regularity  means that only tautologies are maximally 

believed. By preserving regularity the problems of unrevisability and certainty 
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mentioned above can be avoided completely.73  I say  avoided rather than solved, because 

these problems persist  if the initial belief state is not regular or one of the vi or ri is 
maximal. General conditionalization cannot reduce the degree of belief of a certain 
proposition, either.

The downside of general conditionalization is that to apply  it, not  a simple input 

proposition but rather new degrees of belief for one or several input propositions are 
required. This turns out to be important for reasons connected to the role of experience 
in rational belief change. 

4.3 Experience and its Content74

Experience does not often enter the discussion of rational belief change. and when it 
does, it is rarely  made clear what is meant by it and how it influence the beliefs of an 
agent.75  What seems uncontroversial at  least, is that experiences de facto influence the 
beliefs of an agent. In what follows I will discuss the claim that experience does not 

only de facto influence the beliefs of an agent, but that in some cases it should influence 
the beliefs of an agent in a specific way. It  will turn out that if this claim is true, general 
conditionalization is an incomplete account of rational belief change. But before we 
come to this, let us get clear on the notion of experience itself.

I take an experience to be a physical event, like a firing of neurons or an agent being in 
a specific neuro-chemical state. When an agent is in such a state, she makes an 
experience. Usually, agents are aware of themselves making an experience, but they are 
not aware of the specific neuro-chemical state they are in. They are more likely to be 
completely oblivious about their neurons. Instead, their cognitive apparatus gives this 

neuro-chemical state a meaning, and it is this meaning of which they are aware. If I am, 
for example, in the neuro-chemical state caused by me staring at a cup of coffee, what I 
am aware of is that there is a cup of coffee. I will call such propositions, like the one 
that there is a cup of coffee, the subjective content of the respective experience. It is 
subjective, because two agents - or one agent at different times - might evaluate the 
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same experience differently.76  This has interesting implications, which I will discuss 

below. I will speak of an agent experiencing that p, if the agent has an experience with 
the subjective content p.

What the exact relation between the experience itself and its content is, is one of the 
deep  mysteries the philosophy of mind tries to unveil. I do not wish to enter this debate 

here. It will be sufficient for me that at least some experiences have such a subjective 
content, and this I take to be fairly unproblematic.77  I will call this the subjective content 
of experience assumption.

(SCE) Subjective Content of Experience Assumption:

Some of the experiences of an epistemic agent have a subjective content.

It is important to distinguish the experiences of an agent having a subjective content 
from that agent believing this content. Even though experiencing that there is a cup of 
coffee might lead to an agent believing that there is a cup of coffee, an agent might  still 

have this experience, but fail to believe that there is a cup of coffee. The agent might, 
for example, suspect that what she is looking at is only  a picture or a hologram. It is not 
too uncommon to see or hear something and then to wonder whether what is seen or 
heard should be believed. Experiencing that there is a cup of coffee is not the same as 
believing that one experiences that there is a cup of coffee, either. While this additional 

step of reflection might follow the experiencing, it is not  identical to it, nor does it 
always follow the experiencing. A child might for example experience that there is a 
dog without even possessing the conceptual resources to reflect on what she 
experiences.
It is also important to emphasize that "experiencing that p" in the sense used here, is not 

supposed to be understood as being factive, as it  is sometimes done in the literature. I 
find factive concepts of dubious use in epistemology in general, but here such a concept 
would be particularly misleading. If I look at a cleverly produced illusion of a cup of 
coffee, I am in the same - or close enough - neuro-chemical state than I would be while 
looking at the real thing. This is the whole point of an illusion, obviously. Thus, I make 

the same experience, which consequently is interpreted by my cognitive apparatus in the 
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same way. This means that in both cases I experience that there is a cup of coffee, while 

in one case there actually is one and in the other there is not.78 I will in the following use 
other, more specific expressions of making experiences like "seeing" and "hearing" in 
the same weak, non-factive sense.

4.4 Experience and Justification79

After having clarified what I mean by experience and its content, let us turn to the 
question which role experience and its content play  for rational belief change. I think 
there are two viable answers to this question. One can either hold that this role is one of 
justification or that this role is one of causation.

The latter view is held by authors like Jeffrey80 or Spohn.81  According to this position, 
experience does not justify  a change in the degrees of belief, instead it merely  causes 
such a change. If an agent has an experience, it might just happen that this experience 
causes a change in the degrees of belief of this agent in some propositions. Accordingly, 

all that can be said about the relation of an agent's experience to her beliefs is purely 
descriptive and thus outside the scope of formal epistemology: causation is not 
governed by epistemic norms.82 I will call this view the experience causes belief change 
view.

(ECB) Experience causes belief change view:

Experiences do not justify a belief change, but merely cause a belief change.
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79 Some parts of this chapter were contained in my intermediate report on this dissertation.

80 Jeffrey (1983), pp. 184-5

81 Spohn (2012), chapter 16

82 As Huber has pointed out to me, one might  argue that  since Jeffrey requires the degrees of 
belief for the input proposition to be probabilistically coherent, he makes a normative claim 
about these new degrees of belief. However, I think this can hardly be understood as a 
rationality requirement  for these degrees of belief: it  would be strange to say that we are 
rationally required to allow experience only to cause a belief change in us which is 
probabilistically coherent. If some of our degrees of belief are a matter of causation, we have no 
saying in how they turn out  to be, we could be caused to have probabilistically incoherent 
beliefs as well. It thus seems to me that the requirement that  these new degrees of belief are 
probabilistically coherent  is rather a limitation of the applicability of Jeffrey conditionalization 
instead of a normative claim about  these degrees of belief: Jeffrey claims that if there is an 
appropriate change in the degrees of belief for some propositions, Jeffrey conditionalization 
should be applied, and if there is not, Jeffrey conditionalization cannot be applied.



This view is very  convenient, as it requires very  few assumptions about what an 

experience is and whether or not it has a content. An experience just needs to be able to 
cause a change in the beliefs of an agent.

There has been some opposition towards this view that experience merely plays a causal 
role for belief changes, starting with Carnap in a letter to Jeffrey in 1957 and followed 

by other philosophers like Levi, Skyrms, Field, Garber, Christensen and Williamson.83 
Indeed, there seems to be a meaningful question to be asked, about what one should 
believe, given what one experienced, and depending on what one experienced different 
beliefs seem to be justified.
I will call the view that experience puts rationality constraints on beliefs the experience 

justifies belief change view (EJB). (EJB) seems to be dependent on (SCE). While it 
would be difficult to comprehend how the physical event  of an experience could by 
itself stand in a justificatory relation to a proposition, it  might be able to do so by  having 
a propositional content.84

(EJB) Experience justifies belief change view:

The contents of an experience can justify a belief change.

I think (EJB) is prima facie very  plausible since we constantly  seem to refer to our 
experiences when asked for a justification of our beliefs. When I am asked why I 

believe that the sun is shining, my  answer is that I see that the sun is shining. If (EJB) 
were wrong and (ECB) were right, my answer should rather be something in the line of 
that I suddenly came to believe that the sun is shining, or that I suddenly came to 
believe that I experience that  the sun is shining and concluded from this belief, and my 
belief that my perception is reliable that the sun is, in fact, shining.

That something is prima facie plausible and seemingly  in accordance with our everyday 
strategies to justify  our beliefs is, of course, no proof for its truth. But I take this as well 
as the fact that (EJB) seems to be well received in the philosophical tradition to be 
reason enough to investigate this view in more detail. Additional investigation seems 
also direly needed as (EJB) itself says very little on how the justification of beliefs by 

experiences is supposed to be spelled out. But as long as we do not even have a proper 
account of how this is supposed to work, it seems hard to discuss (EJB) in earnest.
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Thus, in the following, I will assume (EJB) to be correct and will try  to develop such an 

account. It  will turn out that (EJB) creates numerous difficulties for belief revision. 
Answering to these difficulties will occupy us for most of the remaining chapters.

4.5 Experience and Conditionalization

We have seen above that in order to apply general conditionalization we require new 
degrees of belief in the input propositions. But which new degrees of belief in the input 
propositions should an agent adopt upon making an experience?
If (ECB) is correct, the answer is simple. According to (ECB), there are no right or 
wrong new degrees of belief for the input propositions. These new degrees of belief 

simply  are what an agent finds herself with. They are the causal effects of the 
experiences of the agent - or of some other event, like a bump on the head - and that is 
all there is to say about them from the perspective of formal epistemology.
However, if (EJB) is correct, some beliefs will and some beliefs will not be justified 
after an agent made a specific experience. And even though an experience might de 

facto cause the beliefs of an agent to change, this agent might still wonder whether the 
new degrees of belief she finds herself with are indeed justified. An agent might also 
make an experience, which does not cause any of her beliefs to change and still wonder 
whether she should change her degrees of belief as a result of having made this 
experience. General conditionalization does not provide any guidance for cases like 

these. This means that if (EJB) were true, general conditionalization would turn out to 
be an incomplete account of rational belief change. At best it would provide norms for 
part of the belief change. It  would be missing an account on how the experiences of an 
agent should influence her beliefs.

Carnap  already pointed out that in contrast to general conditionalization, simple 
conditionalization can be understood as offering such an account.85 If we assume that an 
agent is justified in believing the content of her experiences with certainty, she could 
use these contents as input propositions for simple conditionalization. If the agents 
belief state is Pold prior to experiencing that p, her new belief state after experiencing 

that p  should then be Pnew(·)=Pold(·∣p). Simple conditionalization understood this way 
would thus turn out to be an account of what an agent should believe given her 

experiences. For this reason Carnap had strong sympathies for simple 
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conditionalization, despite its shortcomings.86  I will come back to this in the next 

chapter.

The same move is not possible for general conditionalization. As we have seen, general 
conditionalization requires the input to come in the form of new degrees of belief for the 
input proposition. While it  seems reasonable that the content of an experience consists 

of a proposition, it seems less reasonable to assume that the content  of an experience 
consists of new degrees of belief in a proposition. We do not experience that our new 
rational degree of belief in a certain proposition is .5 or .7. But even if we did, there are 
two further reasons why  Jeffrey conditionalization cannot be interpreted as using the 
content of experience as input.

On the one hand, assuming new degrees of beliefs to be the content of experience and 
using these as input for Jeffrey  conditionalization would put way  too much emphasis on 
the experience of the agent and neglect the influence of her prior beliefs. If the content 
of my experience was a new rational degree of belief in a proposition, it would not 
matter at all what my old degree of belief in that proposition was. But how strongly I 

should believe that  p does not only depend on my experiencing that  p, but also on how 
strongly I initially believed that p.
On the other hand, according to such a view it  would matter in which order my 
experiences come. Assume experience e1 has the content that the new rational degree of 
belief in p is x and experience e2 has the content that the new rational degree of belief in 

p is y  with y'x. Then, depending on whether I experience e1 or e2 last, my degree of 
belief in p should be x or y. But for my final belief state it should not matter in which 
order my experiences come.
It is important  to note that this property of general conditionalization is not problematic 
in itself. To see why, we have to distinguish between the claim that belief revisions 

should be input-commutative and the claim that belief revision should be experience-
commutative. A belief revision rule is input-commutative if the order of the input does 
not matter for the final belief state. A belief revision rule is experience-commutative if 
the order of the experience does not matter for the final belief state.87  Both claims only 
fall together, if the experience is used as input. As Weisberg points out, experience-

commutativity is a very  reasonable claim.88  But as Lange has already noted there is no 
reason to assume the same for input-commutativity.89 If (ECB) was correct and the input 
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for general conditionalization is just the effect of the experience, the fact that general 

conditionalization is not input-commutative does not imply that it is not experience-
commutative, as the effect of an experience might depend on the previous experiences 
of the agent.90  Still, the fact that general conditionalization is not input-commutative 
prevents us from understanding the input of general conditionalization as the content of 
the experience, since that would imply  that general conditionalization is not experience-

commutative.

While there is little hope to understand the input of general conditionalization as the 
content of the experience of an agent, it is possible to supplement general 
conditionalization with a rule, or input law, as Field calls it,91  that determines which 

new degrees of belief an agent should adopt for an input proposition after having made 
an experience.

Carnap  tried to provide such a rule. He assumed that the content of the experience 
consists not only in a proposition,92 but additionally in something he called the clarity of 

the observation.93 He thought it should be possible to provide a rule for determining the 
new rational degree of belief in a proposition by this clarity  of observation, together 
with the old degree of belief in this proposition. He could not find an adequate rule 
capable of doing so, however. This was probably due to the fact that he tried to analyze 
the clarity  of the observation in probabilistic terms, namely the probability which the 

observation proposition should have on the basis of the observation alone, disregarding 
all inductive relations to other beliefs or observations.94

Carnap's project was successfully  continued by Field, who managed to provide an 
update rule which was perfectly in Carnap's spirit. He did so by formalizing the clarity 
of the observation in a non-probabilistic factor ), which was supposed to be positive if 

the observation in itself should have a positive effect on the degree of belief in the 
observation proposition in question, 0 if it  should have no effect, and negative if it 
should have a negative effect.95 Together with the old degree of belief in the observation 
proposition, this factor ) thus could determine the rational new degree of belief in the 
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observation proposition which, in turn, could be inserted into general conditionalization 

to determine the new rational degree of belief in the remaining propositions in the 
algebra of the agent. The resulting update rule is able to combine the advantages of 
general conditionalization with the idea that experience justifies beliefs.

Thus, if we assume (EJB) to be correct, we have two options. We can either try to 

defend simple conditionalization against Jeffrey's critique mentioned at the beginning of 
this chapter, or accept an input law like the one proposed by Field to supplement general 
conditionalization. I will discuss both of these options, starting with the defense of 
simple conditionalization.
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Chapter 5

In Defense of Simple Conditionalization

5.1 Three Problems for Simple Conditionalization
5.2 Generality
5.3 Unrevisability

5.3.1 Mistakes
5.3.2 Forgetting
5.3.3 Learning New Concepts
5.3.4 Interpretation Functions
5.3.5 Learning to Apply Concepts

5.4 Certainty

5.1 Three Problems for Simple Conditionalization

In the last chapter I have noted that simple conditionalization can be understood as an 
account which can determine what an agent should believe based on her experiences, if 
we assume that the agent is justified in believing the contents of her experiences with 
certainty. I have furthermore shown that we need such an account if (EJB) is assumed to 

be correct, and one might hope that simple conditionalization can fill this role.
Unfortunately, as Jeffrey has argued, simple conditionalization has severe shortcomings: 
generality, unrevisability  and certainty. In the following, I will examine these three 
issues in more detail. I will find that although these are serious problems, assuming 
(SCE) and (EJB) will provide us with some interesting replies against this critique. And 

while I think that adding an input law to general conditionalization will prove more 
successful in the end, it will nonetheless be illuminating for the further discussion to 
explore these replies.
For this purpose, I will ignore the question of whether the assumption that the agent is 
justified in believing the contents of her experiences with certainty is acceptable. I will 

do so as it turns out that a similar question arises in the next chapter as well: why should 
an agent come to believe what she experiences to any specific degree of belief - be it 
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certainty or something less than that - instead of any other degree of belief? I will come 

back to this question in due time.

5.2 Generality

Whether or not Jeffrey is right that simple conditionalization is not general enough to 

capture all instances of rational belief change depends on whether every change from 
any arbitrary belief state to any other arbitrary one can constitute a rational belief 
change.
Even while assuming (EJB) and (SCE) this claim seems to be very plausible at first. The 
agent just needs to experience the right thing to justify  the specific belief change. But it 

is not clear whether every agent can experience everything.

In chapter 2 I claimed that the algebras of real agents do not contain all the propositions 
that there are. Real agents are unable to grasp  every single proposition that there is, for a 
lack of conceptual and computational resources. It  seems to me that these resources do 

not only  limit the propositions towards which an agent can entertain an epistemic 
attitude, but in the same way they  limit what the agent can experience. If an agent does 
not have the concept of something being colored, she cannot experience that something 
is colored. But if an agent is unable to experience p, p cannot justify a belief change for 
the agent, either.

Assume, for example, that  there are two painters, Alfonso and Bertoso, who have a very 
similar style of painting which is very distinct from the style of any other painter. 
Assume that I am able to identify  that style with certainty, thus, if I see a painting of 
either one, I will become certain that it was painted by one of them. Assume further that 

Alfonso always uses the red shade alfonso-red in his paintings, while Bertoso always 
uses bertoso-red and that this different shade of red is the only way in which a painting 
of one of them can be attributed to its creator. If I could distinguish between alfonso-red 
and bertoso-red, seeing one of their paintings and seeing that it  was painted in alfonso-
red would change my belief state to being certain that it was painted by Alfonso. 

However, if I were unable to distinguish between alfonso-red and bertoso-red, there 
would be nothing that could justify me changing my belief state in such a way. The 
reason for this is my lack of ability to distinguish between the relevant colors and thus a 
problem with my ability to receive the evidence necessary to justify  such a change in 
my beliefs.
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If this is right, then for a specific agent there can be cases such that there is nothing the 

agent can experience which would justify a change in her beliefs from one specific 
belief state to a specific other belief state. Thus not every change from one belief state 
to another can turn out to be a rational belief change for every agent. 

This does not show that simple conditionalization can, in fact, model every rational 

belief change - whether this is true also depends on whether learning always has to 
involve learning with certainty, and we have postponed this question for now - it 
nonetheless undermines Jeffrey's argument that it cannot model all such belief changes. 
If not every arbitrary belief change can be rational for every agent, the fact that simple 
conditionalization cannot represent every  arbitrary belief change is not prima facie 

problematic.

5.3 Unrevisability

As discussed in section 4.1, conditionalization cannot lower the degree of belief in a 

certain proposition. However, it is questionable whether there are contingent 
propositions the degrees of belief of which we would never be prepared to lower. It 
always seems possible that what we believe is called into question by  new information. 
Extreme examples for this are the wellknown skeptical scenarios - we might learn or 
begin to suspect that we are a brain in a vat or fooled by a Cartesian demon -, but also 

ordinary cases like learning how lighting affects our color reception.

If every rational belief change could be represented by simple conditionalization and 
belief change could thus only occur by an agent coming to believe a proposition with 
certainty, an agent would acquire many contingent certain beliefs over time and it would 

never be rational for her to lower her confidence in them again.

As mentioned in the last chapter, general conditionalization can circumvent this 
problem by preserving regularity. Thus even though general conditionalization does not 
allow for lowering maximal degrees of belief either, it  can prevent this from causing any 

issues as it does not require any contingent proposition ever to receive a maximal degree 
of belief.96
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But avoiding certainties is not the only way to address the unrevisability problem, as 

Williamson has pointed out.97 One might argue that conditionalization merely  represents 
one of several reasons for a rational belief change, namely the agent learning something 
new. Other reasons might not be representable by standard forms of conditionalization, 
but those reasons might be what requires an agent to give up a certain belief.
In the following, I will look into some such reasons and discuss how a belief change 

initiated by some of them can be modeled.

5.3.1 Mistakes

One reason why an agent might be rationally required to change her beliefs is her 

noticing that she made a mistake in her earlier belief forming. She might, for example, 
notice that she made a mistake while applying simple conditionalization.
I think this is a very interesting and important research field. I will, however, not 
investigate this here and just assume, as it is usually  done, that the agents under 
consideration do not make any  such mistakes and consequently  never think that they did 

in the past.

5.3.2 Forgetting

Agents not only accumulate information, sometimes they  also forget information. 

Forgetting itself is not a rational procedure. But if an agent loses the information that  p, 
she is as much rationally  required to change some of her beliefs which rested upon p, as 
she was rationally  required to change these beliefs when she learned that p. Williamson 
already proposed a way to model forgetting, which turns out to allow for a decrease in 
the degree of belief in certain propositions.98

Williamson's model makes use of a priori based belief revision, which has already been 
mentioned in chapter 2. A priori based belief revision has a number of interesting 
applications, which have been investigated among others by Carnap, Weatherson, 
Meacham and Dunn.99  Williamson combines a priori based belief revision with a 

specific interpretation of probabilities and strong assumptions on the a priori belief 
state.
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Williamson is interested in what he calls evidential probabilities, the probability that  a 

proposition has given certain pieces of evidence. According to him, this notion of 
probability  is different from objective physical chance, subjective probabilities and even 
subjective probabilities of a perfectly rational agent.100

For the a priori belief state Williamson assumes that it measure the intrinsic plausibility 
of a proposition in the absence of evidence.101  It is thus an objective measure which 

accordingly  is defined for all propositions that there are, as there is no agent involved 
who could lack the conceptual resources for some of those.

I think both the notion of evidential probability as well as to the claim that there is an 
objective intrinsic plausibility  for every  propositions is disputable. The latter is 

particularly problematic in a probabilistic setting as - given the assumption that there are 
uncountably many propositions - many contingent propositions would have to have 0 
intrinsic plausibility, which seems highly counterintuitive.

But neither Williamson's interpretation of probabilities nor his assumptions about the a 

priori belief state are necessary  for a priori based belief revision or its application in 
Williamson's model for forgetting. All that has to be assumed in order to be able to 
make use of a priori based belief revision is that there is an a priori belief state for an 
agent, but this belief state can be purely subjective. It is simply  the belief state the agent 
is in, before she made any experiences.102

One might object that one cannot know what the a priori belief state of a specific agent 
is. But this is, at best, an objection against the applicability of a priori based belief 
revision, not against it  providing the correct norms for belief revision. Furthermore, I 
am not convinced that there is in principle any  difference between determining the a 

priori belief state of an agent and determining the present belief state of an agent. If we 
can determine the belief state of an agent by asking her what she thinks is true and how 
she would bet, we can also determine an earlier belief state by asking what she thought 
was true or false before she made a specific experience. While this might be more 
difficult for practical reasons, it is, in principle, the same procedure.
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By updating an a priori belief state on the total information an agent received up to 

some time, a priori based belief revision allows us take the history  of the belief state of 
an agent into account. This additional information is very useful for many purposes. 
Modeling forgetting is only  one of these, others will be explored in the following. An 
interesting application which will not play  a role in the following is that it offers a nice 
solution to the problem of old evidence.103

After these general remarks on a priori based belief revision let us look at the concrete 
model proposed by  Williamson and how he uses it to model forgetting. I will discuss 
this in probabilistic terms, as this is how Williamson introduces it. The translation to 
ranking theory is trivial, and I will thus omit it.

According to Williamson, agents should change their believes based on the following 
update rule.

(ECOND) Evidence Conditionalization:104

Let P* be the a priori probability distribution of an agent before she receives any 
information. Let et be the conjunction of all the pieces of information, or contents 
of experiences, of which the agent remembers at t that she did receive them. Then, 
the subjective probability distribution of the agent at t should be

Pt (·) = P* (·∣et).

If the agent learns some new piece of information e+ between t and t' determining Pt' via 

(ECOND) is equivalent to applying strict conditionalization by e+ on Pt. If e- is one of 
the conjuncts of et and the agent forgets e- between t and t', e- needs to be removed from 
et to receive et'. Pt' can then again be determined by (ECOND). In this case updating by 
(ECOND) obviously cannot be modeled by strict conditionalization.
This model allows for lowering the subjective probability  of a certain proposition in the 

case of information loss while at the same time including strict conditionalization as a 
special case in the case of information gain.

If all cases of rational belief change in which the probability  of a certain proposition 
should be lowered were cases of forgetting, we would already have succeeded here in 
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showing that unrevisability does not propose a problem for strict conditionalization. We 

could just argue that strict conditionalization is only intended to model information 
gain, not information loss. Unfortunately, I do not think that this is what  opponents of 
strict conditionalization typically  have in mind when they complain about 
unrevisability. The cases that come up are usually not cases of information loss, but of 
information gain. I might, for example, learn that it could be the case that an evil demon 

messes around with me and learning this might make me uncertain about everything I 
was certain about before. Williamson seems to assume that such cases of undermining 
are covered by his model as well.105  However, he does not explain under which 
circumstances new information should lead to giving up past  pieces of information. 
This, however, seems to be the core of the problem.

5.3.3 Learning New Concepts

The degrees of belief are not the only  respect in which a belief state is subject to change. 
The propositions towards which the agent entertains an epistemic attitude might also 

change. The agent can learn new concepts and, as a result, add new propositions to her 
algebra. As I will discuss below, in addition to learning new concepts the agent can also 
refine her usage of her concepts and thus learn to apply them in a different way.

When the agent learns new concepts she is enlarging her algebra and makes it more fine 

grained. As a result she will be able to distinguish possibilities which she was not able 
to distinguish before and gain conceptual power.

If the agent merely learns a new concept, this obviously  should not change the agent's 
degrees of beliefs in propositions which had been in the algebra before the new concepts 

were learned. Let us call a process of learning new concepts which fulfills this demand 
weakly neutral. Huber additionally claims that the agent should be indifferent 
concerning all propositions towards which the agent did not previously entertain an 
epistemic attitude (and which do not imply any of the propositions towards which the 
agent previously  entertained an epistemic attitude).106  Let us call this strongly neutral. 

Strong neutrality can easily be archived in ranking theory, but not in subjective 
probability  theory.107  This need not constitute a problem for subjective probability 
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theory, as it is not clear whether strong neutrality  has to hold. According to Spohn, it 

must not.108  This is the case, because according to Spohn, learning a concept cannot be 
separated from learning inferential relations. Learning a concept means learning 
conditional degrees of belief. If I learn the concept of a bird, I thereby learn that if 
something is a bird, it is likely that  it can fly. As a consequence, upon learning the 
concept of a bird I should not be indifferent between the proposition that something is a 

bird and can fly and its negation.

Both these views about learning new concepts have difficulties. Requiring strong 
neutrality to hold means that we do not really learn anything by learning a concept. It  is 
difficult to see how an agent can learn a concept without learning the relevant inferential 

relations associated with it. An agent seems not to have grasped the concept of a bird, if 
she is indifferent concerning whether birds are able to fly.
These problems could be solved by arguing that learning a concept is always 
accompanied by learning facts about those objects that can be subsumed under the new 
concept. But this seems to defeat the reasons for requiring strong neutrality in the first 

place.
Requiring strong neutrality  not to hold can lead to problems as well: assume learning 
the concept of a bird involves getting a high conditional degree of belief for the 
proposition that something can fly given that it  is a bird and that some agent newly 
learned that concept. The agent then moves to Africa and sees many ostriches and few 

other birds. As a result  she substantially lowers her conditional degree of belief that 
something can fly  given that it is a bird. After all, most of the birds she saw could not 
fly. Would that mean that she unlearned the concept of a bird again, since she no longer 
entertains a high degree of belief that something can fly given that it is a bird? Or did 
her concept of a bird evolve into a different concept? This also causes commutativity 

problems. Assume the agent goes to Africa first, and after seeing all the ostriches she 
learns the concept of a bird. If learning the concept of a bird always involves getting a 
high degree of belief that something can fly if it is a bird, she then would end up with a 
high degree of belief that something can fly  if it  is a bird after learning this concept. But 
this means that her final degrees of belief would differ depending on when she learned 

the new concept, which seems highly implausible.
This problem could be answered by again making use of a priori based belief revision. 
If learning a concept changes the a priori degrees of belief, neither the unlearning, nor 
the commutativity problem arises.
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I think both positions are viable, which one is more plausible might depend on how 

loaded the concept of a concept is taken to be. But regardless of whether strong 
neutrality holds or not, weak neutrality seems unproblematic and it is in fact sufficient 
to make the learning of new concepts unable to help  with the present problem. If the 
subjective probability of a proposition already in the algebra of an agent is not allowed 
to change when the agent adds more propositions to her algebra, then learning new 

concepts cannot lower the probability of a proposition of which the agent is certain.

Before discussing whether (re-)learning how to apply concepts which are already 
available to the agent is different  in this regard, we will have do turn back to the relation 
between experience and its content once again and introduce some additional 

terminology.

5.3.4  Interpretation Functions

As noted in section 4.3, the content of an experience of an agent is subjective and can 

also be subject to change over time. I will call the function which maps the possible 
experiences of an agent on the subjective content of that experience at some time t the 
interpretation function of that agent at t.109

Which experience is mapped onto which content seems to me to be an empirical 

question.110  It is not a matter of rationality, but rather a matter of how the cognitive 
system of the respective agent  works. My cognitive system is certainly  flawed if it 
interprets the experience I make upon looking out of the window as experiencing that 
there is a dancing bear inside my refrigerator, but having such a weird cognitive system 
only makes me unfortunate, not irrational. For the same reasons for which an 

interpretation function at a given time is neither rational nor irrational, a change in the 
interpretation function is not rational or irrational either. If the interpretation function 
changes, this just means that the agent interprets her experiences differently.111

However, as noted above, an agent cannot experience what she cannot grasp. Thus only 
propositions which are in the algebra of the agent can be among the values of the 

interpretation function. For convenience's sake I will sometimes call the propositions 
which are in the range of an interpretation function observation propositions. Note that I 
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thereby do not assume anything about their nature. In particular, in contrast to what, for 

example, Quine means by observation propositions, I do not think that only a specific 
class of propositions can be observation propositions. Whatever an agent takes her 
experiences to be about, can be an observation proposition in my sense, and I think that 
in principle every proposition qualifies for that.112

By relating experiences to propositions, the interpretation function of an agent 
determines how an the agent uses her concepts and how she applies them to her 
experiences. Let us now see how a change in the use of the concepts - that is a change in 
the interpretation function - can influence an agent's degrees of belief.

5.3.5 Learning to Apply Concepts

We can easily add an interpretation function to an a priori based model of belief revision 
like Williamson's or a ranking theoretic analog in the following way.

(ICOND) Interpretation Function Conditionalization:

Let E be the set of all possible experiences an agent could have, Et the set of all 
experiences the agent did have - and remembers - up to t, At the algebra of the 
agent at t, It(·): E ⟼ At the interpretation function of the agent at t, P* the a 

priori probability distribution of the agent on the a priori algebra A*, and et the 
conjunction of the values of It(·) for all elements of Et. Let furthermore be P' the 
result of enlarging the algebra of P* from A* to a new algebra A' in an 

appropriate way - if possible - be that strongly or only weakly neutral.113  Then, 
the subjective probability distribution of agent at t should be

Pt(·) = P'(·∣et).

If neither the interpretation function nor the a priori belief state changes, (ICOND) has 
identical results to (ECOND). If furthermore no experiences are forgotten, (ICOND) has 
identical results to strict  conditionalization. The same is true if the interpretation 
function only changes in values for experiences not experienced by the agent up to t.

However, if the interpretation function does change in values for some experience 
experienced by the agent up  to t, this can have an influence on the agent's degrees of 
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belief: because of the new ways the experiences are interpreted, past experiences can 

turn out to justify different beliefs than they did before.

Let us go back to the example of the two painters Alfonso and Bertoso and their 
respective favorite shades of red. Let us assume I start off being unable to distinguish 
between alfonso-red and bertoso-red and have a look at a red painting by Alfonso. Let 

us assume my interpretation function maps this experience on the proposition that there 
is a red painting in the Alfonso-Bertoso style. Now assume that I later acquire the 
concept of alfonso-red and the concept of bertoso-red. This might not only make my 
algebra more fine grained, it might as well change my interpretation function in such a 
way that it now maps my experience of looking at the red painting of Alfonso on the 

proposition that there is a painting in alfonso-red in the Alfonso-Bertoso style. As a 
result of this change in my algebra and my interpretation function, I increase my degree 
of belief that this painting has been painted by Alfonso, because now I interpret my past 
experience as being a reason to believe that it has been painted by Alfonso.

According to (ICOND), a change in the interpretation function of an agent can not only 
lead to an increase in the degree of belief of an agent in a proposition, it can also lead to 
a decrease in the degree of belief in a proposition. In particular, such a change can lead 
to a decrease in the degree of belief in a certain proposition. A trivial example for this is 
the following: assume that at t1 I am less than certain that there is a painting in Alfonso-

Bertoso style. Then at  t2 I experience that there is a painting in Alfonso-Bertoso style 
and become certain that there is a painting in Alfonso-Bertoso style. At t3 my 
interpretation function changes for some reason such that the experience I made at t2 is 
now being mapped on the proposition that tomorrow the weather will be good. As a 
result I lose my certainty  that there is a red painting in Alfonso-Bertoso style, as my 

experience no longer justifies this belief.

If we understand the learning of new concepts and learning how to apply them to one's 
experiences as instances of information gain - which seems reasonable - (ICOND) can, 
in contrast to (ECOND), model the loss of certainty in some cases of information gain.

(ICOND) is also better suited to deal with the skeptical scenarios mentioned above if we 
understand them as cases of conceptual learning. Understood this way, by learning 
about some skeptical scenario we do not - solely  - learn factual information, we rather 
learn that there are possibilities which we have previously not taken into account.

Assume that  experiencing p justifies me in being certain that p. Assume further that  at t1 
I experience that there is a red painting and at t2 I learn about the possibility of a 
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Cartesian demon fooling me. Thus at t2 I change my algebra to incorporate the 

respective new propositions. In response, my interpretation function might change such 
that it maps the experience I had at t1 on the proposition that it seems like there is a red 
painting instead of on the proposition that there is a red painting. According to 
(ICOND), my certainty in there being a red painting, which I entertained at t1, might 
thus dissolve, because I no longer experience that there is a red painting.

Depending on our view concerning the learning of new concepts, the change in my 
interpretation function at t2 can turn out to be a necessary prerequisite for learning about 
the possibility of a Cartesian demon. If learning about this possibility does involve 
learning that I might have been misled in believing that there is a red painting, by 

learning about this possibility I also learn that the conditional degree of belief in there 
being a red painting conditional on there being a Cartesian demon is less than maximal. 
This would not be possible if our unconditional belief in the proposition that there is a 
red painting were maximal. Thus without a simultaneous change in my interpretation 
function, which leads to a lower degree of belief in the proposition that there is a red 

painting, I could not learn about the possibility of a Cartesian demon.

This does not help if skeptical scenarios are understood differently, of course. Still these 
considerations show that (ICOND) allows for a loss of certainty in some cases of 
information gain while sticking with the basic idea of simple conditionalization.

5.4 Certainty

Certainty  not only  causes problems with respect to revision, it might also be seen as 
problematic in itself. Should we really demand of an agent to be certain of a contingent 

proposition, is certainty not a far too high degree of belief to be actually entertained?

Because of the close connection between subjective probabilities and betting behavior, 
certainty is particularly  problematic for subjective probability theory. As Williamson 
and others argue114, if one were certain in p  one should be willing to accept the bet of 

earning a penny if p is true and facing a horrible death if p is false. If Williamson's 
interpretation of probabilities as evidential probabilities turns out to be viable, he might 
not be directly affected by this problem as evidential probabilities are not as closely 
linked to betting as subjective probabilities are. Depending on what one assumes the 
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connection between evidential probabilities and subjective probabilities to be, this 

problem might, however, indirectly also affect Williamson's account. 
Ranking theory  does not need to worry about unintuitive bets - as ranks do not as easily 
translate into betting behavior - but still certainty  in contingent propositions might be 
considered extreme.

But if we keep in mind that simple conditionalization merely forces an agent to be 
certain of her observation propositions - and if we also keep  in mind that we have found 
ways to revise certainties - certainty might lose some of its threat.
On the one hand, one might argue that we typically do not bet on our observation 
propositions, as these might not be publicly  accessible. Our intuitions regarding 

untypical cases are probably not very reliable and if the publicly accessible propositions 
on which we typically bet receive a subjective probability  lower than 1, no unintuitive 
situations have to arise.
One the other hand, it seems prima facie not unreasonable that one should be certain of 
some contingent propositions and observation propositions might be the best candidates 

for this. I will come back to this in chapter 7.

Even though the considerations of this chapter leave some questions unanswered - some 
of which will be addressed in the following chapters - I think they show that simple 
conditionalization is not a lost cause. Still, I think that there is a better option which 

allows us to avoid the problems discussed in the present chapter, while at the same time 
meeting the demands of (EJB). This is what I will turn to now.
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Chapter 6

Evidence Oriented Conditionalization

6.1 Field and Shenoy Conditionalization
6.2 Garber's Objection
6.3 A Priori Based Shenoy Conditionalization

6.4 Relation to Prior Based Shenoy Conditionalization
6.5 A Priori Based Shenoy Conditionalization and Conceptual Learning
6.6 A Priori Based Field Conditionalization
6.7 The Clarity of Observation

6.1 Field and Shenoy Conditionalization

As discussed in section 4.5, Field claims that general conditionalization is lacking an 

input law, a law that  explains how experience should effect our beliefs.115  Field tried to 
improve general conditionalization by providing such a law, which determines the 
rational new subjective probability for our beliefs directly effected by  our experience in 
terms of our old beliefs, and an input parameter ) which represents the strength with 
which the experience should directly effect our beliefs. This strength can be understood 

as a factor measuring what Carnap called the clarity of observation.116

If the content of the experience of an agent p comes with a strength ) ) (-&, &) and the 

agent has a prior subjective probability  of P(p) in p, then, according to Field, the new 
subjective probability of the agent in p, P'(p), should be117

        P(p) · e+
(F1) P'(p) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
       P(p) · e+ + P($p) · e-+
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With the help of the thus defined new probability  for the content of the experience, we 

can use Jeffrey conditionalization to determine the new probabilities of the remaining 
propositions.
By inserting (F1) into the first definition of Jeffrey  conditionalization (JC1) we get the 
following definition of Field conditionalization.

(FC1) Definition Field Conditionalization 1:118

Let P be the prior probability function of an epistemic agent on A. If the agent 
makes an experience with the content p coming with the strength + ) (-#, #) her 

posterior probability function P' should be

         P( · ! p) · e+ + P( · ! $p) · e-+

P'(·) =  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
    P(p) · e+ + P($p) · e-+

As discussed in 4.2, there is a more general version of Jeffrey conditionalization, (JC2), 
which takes as input not a single proposition, but a partition of the algebra. For Field 
conditionalization there is an analogous generalization.
In the case of (JC2) the new degrees of belief for the input propositions are required to 
be probabilistically coherent. For the respective version of Field conditionalization this 

translates into a requirement for the strength for the elements of the partition. If the 
content of the experience of an agent consists of the members pi of the partition          
{pi )A: i)I} which come with the strength )i)(-&, &), such that *i )i=0 and the agent 

entertains the prior subjective probability distribution P, the new probabilities P'(pj) for 
each pj should be

          P(pj) · e+j

(F2) P'(pj) = ,,,,,,,,, .
             *i P(pi) · e+i

By inserting (F2) into the second definition of Jeffrey  (JC2) we get the following 
definition of Field conditionalization.
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(FC2) Definition Field Conditionalization 2:119

Let P be the prior probability function of an epistemic agent on A. If the agent 
makes an experience with the content of the elements pi of the partition               
{pi )A: i)I} coming with the strength +i)(-#, #) with *i +i=0 her posterior 

probability function P' should be

            *i e+i · P( · ! pi)
P'(·) =  ,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
    *i e+i · P(pi)

The ranking analogy to Field conditionalization has been introduced by Shenoy.120  A 
nice feature of the ranking version is that the strength of the experience ) can be 
understood as the number of ranks by  which the degree of belief in p  should increase 
upon experiencing that p. For Field conditionalization we cannot interpret  ) analogously 
in terms of probabilities.121

The most compact way to state Shenoy conditionalization is the following.

(SHC1a) Definition Shenoy Conditionalization 1a:122

Let "(·) be the prior ranking function of an epistemic agent on A. If the agent  

experiences p with the strength +) +, her posterior probability function "'(·) 

should be

"'(·) = min {"(·!p)-x, "(·⧵p)++-x},  with x = min {"(p), +}.

For the following discussion it will prove helpful to state Shenoy conditionalization in a 
slightly less standard way  by making use of atomic ranking function, which has been 
introduced in section 2.6.
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(SHC1b) Definition Shenoy Conditionalization 1b:123

Let " be the prior ranking function of an epistemic agent on A. If the agent  

experiences p with the strength +) +, her posterior probability function "' 

should be

"'(#) = #

"'(q) = min {"a'(&) : & ! q}

with "a' being the atomic ranking function on the set of atoms of A defined as

  + "(&)-x,  if & ! p
"a'(&) = ,         , with x = min {"(p), +}.
  - "(&)++-x, if & ! $p

Shenoy conditionalization can be generalized in the same way  as Field 
conditionalization. It is important to note that, here, ) denotes negative strength, that is 
the number of ranks by which the experience should increase the degree of disbelief in 

the respective propositions.

(SHC2) Definition Shenoy Conditionalization 2:124

Let % be the prior ranking function of an epistemic agent on A. If the agent makes 
an experience with the content of the elements pi of the partition {pi )A: i)I} 

coming with the negative strength +i) + with min{+i: i)I}=0 her posterior 

probability function %' should be

"'(·) = min {"(·! pi)++i -x},  with x = min {+i +"(pi) : i)I}.

Spohn refers to Shenoy conditionalization as evidence oriented conditionalization.125  I 
will borrow this term and use it to refer to both Field and Shenoy conditionalization in 
the following.

Evidence oriented conditionalization has been introduced by Field to make general 
conditionalization compatible with the idea of (EJB). This could be acheived, because 
evidence oriented conditionalization differs from general conditionalization in three 
important respects. Firstly, it does not require new degrees of belief as input, but rather 
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the contents of experience, which are assumed to come with a specific strength. 

Secondly, it makes the posterior degrees of belief of the propositions experienced by the 
agent dependent on the prior degrees of belief in these propositions. And thirdly, it  is 
input-commutative and thus also experience-commutative. As I have discussed in 4.5, 
the fact that general conditionalization does not have these features made it impossible 
to understand its input as the content of the experiences of the agent.

This does not mean that evidence oriented conditionalization is incompatible with 
(ECB), however. One can understand the strength ) as a factor by which an experience 
causes one or several degrees of belief to change. Understood this way ) turns out to be 
the strength of the causal impact of an experience, rather than the justificatory strength. 

This interpretation of evidence oriented conditionalization also makes Jeffrey and Field 
conditionalization, as well as Spohn and Shenoy conditionalization, easily 
interdefinable.126

Spohn, who assumes (ECB) to be true, interprets Field and Shenoy conditionalization 
this way and takes them to be useful alternative versions of general 

conditionalization.127 

In the following, I will mostly  be interested in the interpretation of evidence oriented 
conditionalization, which is in accordance with (EJB) and which I take to be the 
originally  intended one. Without explicit qualifications I will always refer to this 

interpretation, when speaking of evidence oriented conditionalization.

6.2 Garber's Objection

As we have seen, evidence oriented conditionalization is able to express the justificatory 

impact of experiences on the beliefs of an agent in a neat way. If an agent experiences p 
with strength ) she should change her degree of belief in p depending on her prior 
degree of belief in p and the value of ).

But, as Garber has pointed out, an agent might make the same experience more than 

once.128 If I look out of the window twice in quick succession, I will most likely  make 
two very  similar, possibly even identical, experiences. In such a case I would most 
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likely interpret these experiences by the same proposition and thus experience the same 

content in both cases. Quite likely these experiences will also be equally clear and thus 
come with equal strength.
Garber argues that this has highly unwelcome consequences for evidence oriented 
conditionalization. Assume that I start  by strongly disbelieving p and then repeatedly 
experience that p. Evidence oriented conditionalization as explicated above would 

imply that no matter how low my prior degree of belief in p is and no matter how low 
the strength is which which my  experience that p comes, at some point I will be 
required to be almost certain that p.
This is unfortunate as by repeatedly making the same experience I do not learn anything 
new. If my first  experiencing p  did not justify me in believing p to a high degree, 

repeatedly making this experience should not do so either.

Note that Garber's objection is only valid for evidence oriented conditionalization in the 
reading in accordance with (EJB). If we understand strength as the causal impact of an 
experience on the beliefs of the agent, there is no reason to assume that the strength of 

an experience stays the same if an agent repeatedly has that same experience.

Garber's objection is only  a special case of a more general problem of evidence oriented 
conditionalization, which I will call generalised Garber objection (GGO). For evidence 
oriented conditionalization, first conditionalizing on p  with strength )1 and then 

conditionalizing on q with strength )1 results in a different posterior belief state than 
conditionalizing on p(q with strength )1 if p(q'#. Garber's original objection is the 

special case in which p=q. The problem here is that  the intersection of p and q is 
counted twice in the first case and only once in the second case.

What makes things more complicated is that there are situations in which this double 
counting is legitimate and other situations in which it is not, depending on whether the 
experiences originate from dependent or independent sources.

In the following it  will sometimes be both more convenient and more natural to talk 

about information sources providing an agent with information by telling them 
something, rather than experiences having a content and origin from a sense organ. The 
former way of addressing these matters is also more general, as it  allows for an agent to 
receive information by other means than sense experience. We can still interpret 
information sources as sense organs of an agent and the information provided by them 

as the content of experiences that origin from these sense organs, of course.
While it might be unreasonable to assume that human agents receive information by 
other sources than their senses, the general way of speaking is more appropriate if one is 
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interested, for example, in intelligent data bases, which can receive input by different 

channels, but do not have senses.129

I will in the following switch between these two ways of speaking.

To see why double counting can sometimes be required and sometimes not, consider the 
following three cases in which a die is rolled and an epistemic agent is being informed 

about the outcome of the roll by one or several independent sources. For the sake of the 
argument I will assume that the information provided by all sources comes with the 
same strength.
In case one, one source tells the epistemic agent that the outcome of the roll is 4 or 6. In 
case two, one source first tells the epistemic agent that the outcome is even and then that 

the outcome is greater than 3. In case three, two independent sources tell the agent about 
the outcome of the roll, one saying that  the outcome is even and one saying that the 
outcome is greater than 3.
Case one and two should result in the same posterior belief state, it should not matter 
whether the agent  receives the information at once or in separate pieces. Case three, 

however, should result in a different belief state: as the information sources are 
independent, the intersection of the information they provide needs to be taken into 
account twice. Evidence oriented conditionalization as explicated above, however, treats 
case one and two differently and two and three alike.

I thus take the (GGO) to show that the content of the experience and the strength with 
which the experience comes are not the only  factors relevant for deciding how an agent 
should change her beliefs upon having an experience. It is also necessary to take into 
account where that experience originates from and whether the relevant source already 
provided the agent with this information.

As I noted in section 5.3.2, one of the advantages of a priori based belief revision is that 
it allows us to take the history of the belief state of an agent into account. This is exactly 
what we need to do here. Thus in the following I will present  an a priori based version 
of evidence oriented conditionalization both in the ranking theoretic framework, as well 

as for subjective probability theory. It will turn out that these accounts can easily avoid 
the problems of the (GGO).

As an a priori based version of Shenoy conditionalization is much simpler than an a 
priori based version of Field conditionalization, I will start with the former.
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6.3 A Priori Based Shenoy Conditionalization

So far I have discussed a priori based belief revision for simple conditionalization only. 
As we have seen, simple conditionalization in the (EJB) reading presupposes that 
everything that is experienced should be believed with certainty. This makes it 
unnecessary  to keep track of the origins of the experiences as all experiences come with 

the same maximal strength. For this reason double counting is no problem either, as 
experiencing a content once would already be sufficient to justify a maximal degree of 
belief in this content.

As evidence oriented conditionalization allows for experiences to justify the belief in 

their content with different strength and this strength might vary  depending on the 
origin of the experience, it will be necessary  to keep track of which information 
originates from which information source. I might, for example, experience that there is 
a lion by seeing that there is a lion or by smelling that there is a lion. As I take my 
vision to be a more reliable source of information - at least  when it  comes to identifying 

lions - my  seeing that there is a lion should influence my believing that there is a lion 
much more than my smelling that there is a lion.

For simplicity I will assume here and in the following that  all information provided by 
one source comes with the same strength. This assumption can easily be circumvented, 

however. If a source s1 is, for example, reliable when providing information on a topic + 
and unreliable when providing information on a topic ,, this source s1 can be treated as 
if it was two sources s1! and s1" with two different strength values. If s1 provides a piece 
of information from area +, this is then treated as if this information had been provided 
by s1!, if s1 provides a piece of information from area ,, this is treated as if this 

information had been provided by s1". While my sight is, for example, more reliable 
when it comes to identifying cats of prey, my scent is more reliable when it  comes to 
identifying spices.
The same procedure could be used to distinguish between different perceptual 
situations: my sight is more reliable in sunlight than in darkness, for example. It can 

also be used to model sources being partly  or completely dependent etc., but I will 
ignore these kinds of complications in the following.

Furthermore, I am going to assume for simplicity's sake that the content of an 
experience always comes in the form of a single proposition. As discussed above, 

evidence oriented conditionalization allows for input in the form of a partition of the 
algebra of the agent. The following account could be generalized to account for such a 
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more general input, but this would add nothing relevant to the present discussion. I am 

also in doubt whether such a general input makes sense if we understand the input of a 
conditionalization as the content of the agent's experience. As I have argued in section 
5.2, is seems reasonable to assume that what an agent can experience is limited to the 
elements of her algebra.

To keep  track of which information source provided us with which information we will 
make use of what I will call a memory function. S  will denote the set  of independent 
information sources s, s1, ... . S  can be infinitely  large, as long as we assume that an 
agent receives information only  by finitely  many  elements of S. We can then define a 
memory function in the following way:

(MEM) Definition Memory Function:

Let S be a set of information sources and A the algebra of an agent, then the 
subjective memory function mem: S.A ⟼ {0,1} of that agent is defined as

  + 1 , if s provided the subject with the information p up to t
mem(s,p) = ,                 .
  - 0 , else

The memory function mem allows us to define a denial function den which specifies 
which atoms !)" of the algebra A of the agent are denied or rejected by an information 

source. The reason why we need to take into account what a source claims to be false 
instead of what that source claims to be true is that in the ranking framework our basic 
notion is disbelief rather than belief. Thus, we need to determine how information 
provided by a source justifies the disbeliefs of an agent. As we will see below, this will 

be different for the a priori based version of Field conditionalization.

(DEN) Definition Denial Function:

Let S be a set of information sources and % the set of the atoms of the algebra of 
an agent and mem the agent's memory function at t, then the denial function den: 

S!" ⟼ {0,1} of that agent is defined as

  + 1 , if there is a p, such that mem(s,p) = 1 and & ! $p
den(s,&) = ,        .
  - 0 , else
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The way den is set up, it guarantees that information provided by one source is only 

counted once, because den does not differentiate between atoms denied by one or 
several pieces of information provided by the source. Assume that a source s1 tells the 
agent p1 and p2, with p1(p2=q. The value of den would then be 1 for every atom !)$q 

independent of whether !)$p1 or !)$p2 or both. This is already  sufficient to prevent the 

(GGO) from posing a problem.
 
The next component we need for the a priori based version of Shenoy  conditionalization 

is a way to keep track of the strength with which the information provided by a source 
comes. The simplest way to do so is to make use of the following strength function.

(SF1) Definition Strength Function 1:

The function str: S ⟼  is a subjective strength function.

If str(s)=0 information provided by s comes with 0 strength, and thus should have no 

impact on the beliefs of the agent. If str(s)>0, the information provided by s comes with 
positive strength and should increase the belief in that information, if str(s)<0, the 
information provided by s comes with negative strength and should decrease the belief 
in this information.
Being able to represent negative strength might not be necessary as long as we 

understand strength in Carnap's way, that  is as the clarity  of observation of an 
experience. This understanding is problematic, however, as I will discuss below. For this 
reason I will later claim that we rather need to understand strength as representing how 
reliable the agent takes an information source to be. As sources can be believed not only 
to be unreliable but even to provide false information, we will then need to be able to 

represent negative strength.
As long as we stick to the assumption voiced above that an agent only  receives 
information from finitely many  sources, allowing the strength to be negative should not 
cause any problems in the following. 

With the help of den and str we can define a counter-evidence function cev  that sums up 
the evidence against an atom of A provided by the sources s, s1, ..., si. The higher the 
value of cev is for an atom, the more evidence against that atom has been accumulated 
by that agent. The total counter-evidence for an atom ! consists of the sum of the 
strength of all sources denying ! plus the a priori rank of !, given by the a priori 

ranking function "*. Thus, if something is a priori disbelieved by  the agent, she has a 
priori counter-evidence against  it. If one dislikes the concept of a priori counter-
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evidence one can argue that the a priori belief state of the agent  should be the empty 

ranking function, attributing rank 0 to all propositions. This is of course only possible in 
ranking theory, not in subjective probability theory, as discussed above.

(CEV) Definition Counter-Evidence Function:

cev (&) = *i den(si,&) · str(si) + "*(&)

cev  is not a ranking function. It can turn out that no atom has 0 counter-evidence or even 
that some atoms have negative counter-evidence. A ranking function cannot have this 
form. As we have seen above, ranks are always non-negative and at least one atom 
needs to have rank 0, as otherwise every proposition would be disbelieved by the agent, 

which would be inconsistent. We can easily determine a ranking function from a 
counter-evidence function, though, by noting that an agent should always believe what 
she has least counter-evidence for.
By subtracting min{cev(!): !)"} - the minimal counter-evidence that an agent 

entertains for any  atom of her algebra - form the counter-evidence of an atom !, we get 
the rank for this atom !. Thus we have the following definition for an atomic ranking 
function for the atoms !)" of A depending on cev.

(RAT) "a(&) = cev(&) - min {cev(&) : & ) %}

From here we easily get the ranks for non-atomic propositions.

(RP) "(#) = # and "(p) = min {"a(&):&!p}

Now we have established everything that is necessary  to state the a priori based Shenoy 
conditionalization.

(ASH) Definition A Priori Based Shenoy Conditionalization:

Let "* be the a priori belief state of an agent on A, let % be the set of atoms of A, 

str the subjective strength function of the agent who has up to t received 
information as specified by den, then the agents belief state at t should be given by 

the ranking function ": A ⟼ +, with

"(#) = #

"(p) = min {"a(&) : & ! p}, if p ) #, with
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"a(&) = cev(&) - min {cev(&) : & ) %}, and

cev(&) = *i den(si,&) · str(si) + "*(&).

The close connection between prior based Shenoy conditionalization and a priori based 
Shenoy conditionalization can be seen easiest by comparing (ASH) to (SHC1b). Before 

we investigate this relation in more detail, let us look at a simple example to see how a 
priori based Shenoy conditionalization works.

Assume we have two sources s1 and s2 which provide information with the strength 1 
and 2 and have provided the agent only  with the information p and $p. Assume further 

that the algebra of the agent is A={#, p, $p, W} and the a priori degree of belief of p for 

the agent is 3. Thus str(s1)=1, str(s2)=2, den(s1,p)=0, den(s1,$p)=1, den(s2,p)=1,            
den(s2,$p)=0, %*($p)=3 and %*(p)=0.

By inserting this into (ASH) we can first determine the counter-evidence for the two 
atoms of A as

cev(p) = *i den(si,p) · str(si) + "*(p) = 1 · 2 + 0 = 2
cev($p) = *i den(si,p) · str(si) + "*(p) = 1 · 1 + 3 = 4.

This allows us to determine the atomic ranking function

"a(p) = cev(p) - min{cev(&):&)%}= 2 - 2 = 0

"a($p) = cev($p) - min{cev(&):&)%}= 4 - 2 = 2,

which lets us determine the ranking function

"(p) = min{"a(&):&!p} = 0

"($p) = min{"a(&):&!$p} = 2.

Thus the received information should decrease the degree of belief of the agent in p  by 
one rank.

6.4 Relation to Prior Based Shenoy Conditionalization

In all cases in which each information source provides at  most one piece of information 
to the agent, a priori based Shenoy conditionalization yields the same results as prior 
based Shenoy conditionalization. This can be shown by the following observation:
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For all str and all mem such that for every i there is at most one j such that mem(si,pj)=1 

and such that mem(si,pj)=1 only  for a finite number of pairs <i, j>, all ranking functions 
defined by these by (DEN) and (ASH) are equal to a ranking function that can be 
constructed by the following algorithm of iterated application of prior based Shenoy 
conditionalization:
Start with the %* and the first information source s1, if mem(s1,pj)=1 for some j perform 

a Shenoy conditionalization with pj and )=str(s1) to arrive at %'. Then take the next 
information source s2 and do the same with the ranking function %' to arrive at %''. 
Proceed until you have done so for every pair of <i, j> such that mem(si,pj)=1.
As Shenoy  conditionalization is input-commutative, the order in which this procedure is 
being applied does not matter.

In most cases in which an information source provides several pieces of information, a 
priori based Shenoy conditionalization yields different results from prior based Shenoy 
conditionalization. The way  the results differ depends on whether the pieces of 
information provided by the source are contradictory or not.

If they are not contradictory, they  will have a non-empty intersection. This is the case in 
which prior based Shenoy conditionalization faces the problems of the (GGO) as it 
counts the intersection of the pieces of information twice. As den guarantees that 
information provided by  one source is not counted twice, a priori based Shenoy 

conditionalization will determine different ranks for this intersection than prior based 
Shenoy conditionalization and rightly so.

If the pieces of information provided by the source are contradictory, den further 
guarantees that no information provided by that source influences any of the degrees of 

belief of the agent for the following reason: whenever an information source contradicts 
itself, it will deny  every atom of the algebra. Thus, its strength is added to the counter-
evidence of every  atom. In the step from the counter-evidence to ranks, the strength will 
be subtracted again from the counter-evidence of every atom.
As long as the contradictory information form a partition on the algebra, this result is 

equal to an iterated prior based Shenoy conditionalization on the elements of the algebra 
with the same strength, as they  reverse each other. If the contradictory information does 
not form a partition, the result of a priori based Shenoy conditionalization will differ 
from the result  of prior based Shenoy conditionalization for the conjunction of the 
negations of the pieces of information received by the source.

Treating contradictory information provided by one source by ignoring the source 
altogether might seem very harsh. But there is no alternative to this, if we keep in mind 
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that claiming a contradiction is logically equivalent  to claiming everything, and thus 

also to denying everything. This means that a contradictory source supplies the agent 
with counter-evidence - with the same strength - for every proposition.130

There are cases of sources providing contradicting information which we might want to 
treat differently, and there are at least two ways to do so, which are compatible with a 
priori based Shenoy conditionalization.

In some cases we might want to treat inconsistency of a source as if that source had 
changed or withdrawn a former claim. To model the withdrawal of a claim, mem would 
simply  have to be modified such that it yields the value 0 for the pair of that source and 
the withdrawn claim.
In other cases we might want to treat some of the claims of a source less seriously than 

other claims. I have explained above how that can be archived: by treating one 
information source as if it were several sources.

(ASH) is not only  an a priori based version of Shenoy conditionalization, it  is source 
sensitive as well: how several pieces of information influence the beliefs of an agent can 

depend on whether these are provided by one or several sources.
One could make (ASH) source insensitive by simply treating every piece of information 
as if it  were provided by a separate source. As source sensitivity  is necessary to avoid 
the problems of the (GGO) this would bring back the problems we set out to solve.
There is no way of making Shenoy  conditionalization source sensitive in the way 

required to solve the problems of the (GGO) without being in a position to make use of 
a priori based conditionalization. This is the case, because we can only  make sure that 
no piece of information is accounted for twice if we know all the information previously 
provided to that agent by that source. If we know this for every source, we also know 
the a priori belief state of the agent, and we have all the necessary information to apply 

a priori based conditionalization. Furthermore, I cannot conceive of any way to make 
use of this information which is not essentially  identical to a form of a priori based 
conditionalizaiton. Thus a priori based conditionalization seems to be necessary to 
answer to the (GGO).
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6.5 A Priori Based Shenoy Conditionalization and Conceptual Learning

A priori based Shenoy conditionalization is compatible with conceptual learning as 
discussed in chapter 5 in the same way as a priori based simple conditionalization is. To 
be able to account for (re-)learning to apply concepts one simply  has to modify mem in 
the following way.

(MEMC) Definition Memory Function Allowing for Conceptual Learning:

Let S be a set of information sources, At the algebra of an agent at t, E the set of 
all possible experiences of the agent and It: E ⟼ At the interpretation function of 

the agent at t, then the memory function mem: S.At ⟼ {0,1} of that agent at t is 

defined as

  + 1, if It(p) is the content of an experience that origins from s up to t
mem(s,p) = ,             .
  - 0, else

As mem thus defined depends on the interpretation function of the agent, a change in 
this interpretation function will result in a change in mem and thus potentially in a 
change in the belief state of the agent.

(MEMC) already  allows for a change in the algebra of the agent. (DEN) and (CEV) 

require some minor modifications to allow for such a change as well.

(DENC) Definition Denial Function Allowing for Conceptual Learning:

Let S be a set of information sources and %t the set of the atoms of the algebra of 
an agent at t and mem the agents memory function at t, then the denial function 

den: S!"t ⟼ {0,1} of the agent at t is defined as

  + 1 , if there is a p, such that mem(s,p) = 1 and & ! $p
den(s,&) = ,        .
  - 0 , else

(CEVC) Definition Counter-Evidence Function Allowing for Conceptual 
Learning:

Let "'  be the ranking function resulting of enlarging the algebra of the a priori 

ranking function "* of the agent in an appropriate way to At, let %t be the set of 
atoms of At, den the denial function of the agent at t and str her subjective 
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strength function, then the counter-evidence function cev: %t ⟼  of that agent at 

t is defined as

cev (&) = *i den(si,&) · str(si) + "'(&).

These modification allow for a priori based Shenoy conditionalization to model both the 
learning of new concepts as well as learning to apply concepts.

6.6 A Priori Based Field Conditionalization

In order to define a priori based Field conditionalization I will make use of a memory 
function mem as defined above. As Field conditionalization allows for a strength        
))(-&, &), the definition of the strength function needs to be slightly modified. 

(SF2) Definition Strength Function 2:

The function str: S ⟼ (-&, &) is a subjective strength function.

As subjective probability  functions represent the degree of belief instead of the degree 
of disbelief, we do not need to introduce a denial function for Field conditionalization as 
we did for Shenoy conditionalization. Instead we make use of the notion of an 

information core, which is the conjunction of all the propositions which the agent 
received as information by a source. The function determining the information core is 
thus, in a way, the converse of the denial function.

(COR) Definition Information Core:

cor(s) = " pi, with K = {k : mem(s,pk) = 1}.
                                    i)K

cor prevents the (GGO) from working in the same way  as den did for Shenoy 
conditionalization.

If we consider a case with just one information source, we get the posterior probability 

function P' from the a priori probability function P after the agent  received any number 
of pieces of information by source s by  replacing str(s) for ) and cor(s) for p in the first 
definition of Field conditionalization (FC1).
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(AFC1) Definition A Priori Based Field Conditionalization for One Source:

Let P be the a priori belief state of an agent with the subjective strength function 
str who has up to t received information by s as specified by cor, then her belief 
state at t should be

        estr(s) · P(· !cor(s)) + e-str(s) · P(· !$c$or(s))
P'(·) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
     estr(s) · P(cor(s)) + e-str(s) · P( $c$or(s))

As Field pointed out, the input commutativity  of Field conditionalization allows for 
taking several belief changes into account at once. We can make use of this feature here 

to model cases with several information sources.131

For cases with two information sources s1 and s2 we thus get the following definition for 
a priori based Field conditionalization.

(AFC2) Definition A Priori Based Field Conditionalization for Two Sources:

Let P be the a priori belief state of an agent with the subjective strength function 
str who has up to t received information by s1 and s2 as specified by cor, then her 
belief state at t should be

P'(·) = [estr(s1)+str(s2) · P( · !cor(s1)!cor(s2)) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) · P( · !$c$or(s1)!cor(s2)) 

+ estr(s1)-str(s2) · P( · !cor(s1)!$c$or(s2)) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P( · !$c$or(s1)!$c$or(s2))] /   
[estr(s1)+str(s2) · P(cor(s1)!cor(s2)) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) · P( $c$or(s1)!cor(s2)) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · 
P(cor(s1)!$c$or(s2)) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P($c$or(s1)!$c$or(s2))]

By further generalizing to any finite number of sources we get the following definition.
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(AFC) Definition A Priori Based Field Conditionalization:

Let S={s1, s2, ..., sn} be a set of information sources, P the a priori belief state of 
an agent, str her subjective strength function and cor specifying which 
information she has received of s1, s2, ..., sn up to t, then her belief state at t should 
be

  ** e*i)A str(i) - *j)B str(j) · P( · ! "i)A cor(i) ! "j)B $c$or(j))
P'(·) =   ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,
     ** e*i)A str(i) - *j)B str(j) · P("i)A cor(i) ! "j)B $c$or(j))

where ** ranges over <A,B> ) {<X,Y> : for all s)S, s)X or s)Y and X!Y=#}.

Let us look at an example similar to the one discussed in section 6.3 to see how a priori 
based Field conditionalization works.
Assume we have two sources s1 and s2 which provide information with the strength 1 
and 2 and have only provided the agent with the information p and $p. Assume further 

that the a priori degree of belief of p for the agent is .7. Thus str(s1)=1, str(s2)=2,         
cor(s1)=p, cor(s2)=$p and P(p)=.7. By  inserting this into (AFC) or (AFC2) get the 
posterior degree of belief of the agent for p by

       e1+2 · P(p!p!$p) + e-1+2 · P(p!$p!$p) + e1-2 · P(p!p!p) + e-1-2 · P(p!$p!p)
P'(p) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
       e1+2 · P(p!$p) + e-1+2 · P( $p!$p) + e1-2 · P(p!p) + e-1-2 · P($p!p)

After erasing the summands with P(#) we get

                 e-1 · P(p)       .258
P'(p) = ,,,,,,,,,,,, / ,,,,,,,, / .24.
       e1 · P($p) + e-1 · P(p)         .815+.258

Thus the total information received by the agent should make her decrease her degree of 
belief in p from .7 to .24.

6.7 The Clarity of Observation

Evidence oriented conditionalization allows us to determine the new rational degrees of 
belief in a proposition p after having experienced p  depending on the old degrees of 

belief in p  and the clarity of the observation or strength of the experience. So far I have 
assumed with Carnap and Field that it is unproblematic that our experience comes with 
a specific strength.
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On closer examination this claim seems to be highly dubious, however. Carnap's idea 

was that this strength was to be understood as the acceptability of a belief on the basis 
of a single observation alone, independent of any  connections to other beliefs and 
observations.132 But how could we say something about how strongly we should believe 
in an object being red merely on the basis of some visual appearance while at  the same 
time ignoring all of our background beliefs about how reliable our vision is and whether 

or not we are subjected to misleading lighting conditions?

This concern has already been voiced by Jeffrey in response to Carnap,133  as well as by 
Garber in his reply to Field.134 Garber notes that Field might be right in pointing out the 
significance of the prior degrees of beliefs in the observation propositions, but thinks 

that not only these prior degrees of belief might  figure in the update process, but also 
other theoretical beliefs. This idea that background beliefs figure prominently in 
determining the impact our experience should have on our beliefs is elaborately 
discussed by Christensen under the name of confirmational holism.135  This is what we 
will turn to in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Confirmational Holism

7.1 The Basic Idea of Confirmational Holism 
7.2 Confirmational Holism and Undermining
7.3 The Foundationalist Reply

7.3.1 Strong Foundationalism
7.3.2 Weak Foundationalism
7.4 The Appeal to Richer Input Reply
7.5 Confirmational Holism and Field Conditionalization

7.1 The Basic Idea of Confirmational Holism

Christensen uses a modified version of Jeffrey's observation by candlelight example to 

illustrate the idea of confirmational holism. In the original version of the observation by 
candlelight example, which I discussed in section 4.1, an agent sees a piece of cloth by 
candlelight and, as a result, changes his beliefs about its color. Christensen contrasts this 
agent, Jeff, with a different agent, Joan, who believes that she is part  of some 
experiment and is subject to deceptive lighting. Christensen argues that the different 

background beliefs of Jeff and Joan about the lighting conditions should influence the 
impact their experience has on their beliefs. Their same visual observation should lead 
to different changes in their beliefs about the color of the cloth.

Thus, the basic idea of confirmational holism is that  when determining how strongly  an 

experience confirms a belief, the whole of the belief state of the agent has to be taken 
into account.

Assuming experience-commutativity, this claim is identical with a different version of 
confirmational holism discussed by Weisberg.136  Weisberg claims that if the degrees of 

belief of the agent in a specific proposition change, this change should retroactively 
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influence how strongly  a previously made experience should influence the degrees of 

belief of an agent.

Both Weisberg's and Christensen's versions of confirmational holism are mainly 
intended as criticism against general conditionalization, in particular against Jeffrey 
conditionalization. I will argue below that this criticism does not need to concern 

Jeffrey, however. As Jeffrey  denies (EJB) and holds that (ECB) is true, he already 
rejects the presupposition that an experience can confirm a belief in the first place.

By contrast - as we will see below in more detail - confirmational holism constitutes a 
serious problem for evidence oriented conditionalization. If we take for granted that 

experiences justify  our beliefs, it is highly plausible that how strongly they should, 
depends on the beliefs of the agent. Christensen's example constitutes a very  convincing 
case for this. But confirmational holism is neither accounted for in prior based evidence 
oriented conditionalization nor in a priori based evidence oriented conditionalization, at 
least not if we understand ) or the value of the strength function as some kind of clarity 

of observation which solely depends on the experience.
In the next chapter I will discuss how evidence oriented conditionalization can be made 
compatible with confirmational holism. Before I do so, it will be illuminating to discuss 
confirmational holism in more detail. This discussion will also bring us back to some of 
the questions left unanswered in chapter 5.

In the following I will mostly  rely  on Weisberg's way  to motivate confirmational 
holism. The reason for this is that in Weisberg's setting it is much easier to identify the 
feature which causes conditionalization rules to be at odds with confirmational holism. 
I will start by discussing Weisberg's claim that confirmational holism poses a problem 

for Jeffrey conditionalization, then argue why it does not and finally  use Weisberg's 
findings to show that it is a problem for evidence oriented conditionalization.

7.2 Confirmational Holism and Perceptual Undermining

Weisberg uses the idea of perceptual undermining to formulate confirmational holism. 
According to Weisberg, a case of perceptual undermining is a case in which a 
proposition d lowers the justification an experience provides for a proposition p. 
Weisberg calls a proposition like d an undermining defeater. 137  In Christensen's 
example the proposition that  the lighting is deceptive is such an undermining defeater, 
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because it lowers the support which experiencing the cloth provides for the proposition 

that the cloth has a certain color.

The relevant literature usually focusses on cases in which the support an experience 
provides is lowered by some other belief. The reason for this might be the 
preoccupation of the traditional debate with conclusive reasons instead of reasons of 

varying strength.138  If we allow for experience to provide reasons of different  strength, 
it will be important to also allow for an increase in the support an experience provides. 
An agent can learn that her experience is more reliable than she had assumed. She 
might, for example, come to believe that God guarantees that her senses never deceive 
her.

I will sometimes refer to propositions that increase the support an experience provides 
as positive underminers in contrast to negative underminers, which lower the support of 
an experience. But for simplicity's sake, I will in most cases use the notion of 
undermining defeaters very generally  and assume that they can - contrary  to what their 
name suggests - also increase the support an experience provides for a proposition.

In terms of undermining defeaters, confirmational holism amounts to the claim that for 
every  content of an experience p'W, there is an undermining defeater d, such that the 
degree of belief in p, after having experienced that p, should depend on the degree of 
belief in d.139

In Christensen's example Joan already believed the defeater proposition that  the lighting 
is deceptive, and only then she made the experience which is undermined by that 
defeater. But the order in which the agent makes the experience and comes to believe 
the defeater proposition is not relevant. Weisberg gives a similar example in which the 

agent first makes the experience and then comes to believe an undermining defeater for 
that experience.140 In his example an agent looks at a sock, comes, as a result, to believe 
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that this sock is red, then learns that the lighting is such that it makes all socks look red 

and therefore goes back to her initial belief about the color of the sock, as she no longer 
takes her experience to provide any reason to believe that the sock is red.
While Christensen's and Weisberg's examples both point at  the same general problem, 
they  highlight different aspects of it: Christensen's example shows that the impact of the 
experience on the beliefs should be influenced by  background beliefs, Weisberg's 

example shows that all beliefs grounded in experiences should be underminable.

Let us look more closely  at Weisberg's example: we have an agent, three belief states 
and a sock which might or might not be red. In the first belief state the agent entertains a 
low degree of belief that the sock is red. She then receives perceptual evidence that the 

sock is red and thus entertains a high degree of belief that the sock is red in belief state 
two. Then she learns that the lighting is such that all socks look red and, as a 
consequence, ends up in a belief state with a low degree of belief in the sock being red. 
Weisberg claims that this form of undermining cannot be modeled by Jeffrey 
conditionalization, because Jeffrey conditionalization is rigid and thus it preserves the 

independence of the input propositions.
An update rule is rigid if updating does not change the conditional degrees of belief for 
the input propositions. As we have defined the independence of propositions in (REA1) 
and (REA2) via the conditional degrees of belief, this means that rigid update rules also 
preserve the independence of the input propositions. In other words, if p  is independent 

of q and I update with p  with a rigid update rule, p  will be independent of q after 
updating as well. This latter feature is what causes problems for perceptual 
undermining. The reason for this is that in cases of perceptual undermining we have a 
proposition which is, at first, independent of the undermining defeater but should then 
become dependent on it, as the agent makes a specific experience. In the sock case, the 

color of the sock is independent of facts about the lighting in the first belief state as 
there is no prima facie reason why the lighting should have any bearing on the color of 
the sock. Only after the perception of the sock influenced the belief in the color of the 
sock, the belief in the color of the sock is dependent on the facts about the lighting.141

Let us see how this argument looks in more formal terms. I will present  Weisberg's 
argument in terms of subjective probability here. The same argument can be given - and 
has been given by Weisberg - in terms of ranking theory.142 Let p be the proposition that 
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the sock is red and q the proposition that the lighting makes all socks look red. Then we 

have the following constraints on the three successive belief states P, P' and P''.

1. P(p) is low
2. P'(p) is high
3. P''(p) is low

If we assume that we get from the second to the third belief state by Jeffrey 
conditionalization on q, it follows from 2. and 3. that

4. P'(p∣q) < P'(p).

If we further assume that  we get from the first to the second belief state by Jeffrey 

conditionalization on p, 4. is incompatible with the constraint

5. P(p∣q)=P(p)

that p  is initially independent of q, because Jeffrey conditionalization preserves the 
independence of p while updating with p.
Thus, Jeffrey  conditionalization seems to be unable to account for perceptual 
undermining because it preserves the independence of the input propositions.

Let us see how one might be able to attack this argument. The constraints 1. to 3. seem 
unproblematic. It  seems perfectly  rational to have such degrees of belief in the situation 
described by Weisberg. Constraint 5. is also plausible. As discussed above, as long as 
the agent did not receive any perceptual evidence there is no reason to assume that she 

should consider the lighting to be relevant for the color of the sock. As 4. follows from 
the first assumptions as well as 2. and 3., the only problematic parts of Weisberg's 
argument are the two assumptions.
Weisberg discusses several replies to his argument against Jeffrey  conditionalization, 
which question these assumptions. In the following I will discuss two of these replies, 

which I take to be the strongest and most interesting for the present discussion.

The first reply claims that instead of modeling the belief change between the belief state 
one and two by a Jeffrey conditionalization on the proposition that the sock is red, it 
should be modeled by a Jeffrey conditionalization on what Weisberg calls an 

appearance proposition, namely the proposition that the sock looks red or the 
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proposition that the sock appears to be red.143 For reasons which will soon become clear 

I will call this reply the foundationalist reply.
The second reply is what Weisberg calls the appeal to richer input.144 According to this 
reply, the belief change between the belief stage one and two should not be modeled by 
a Jeffrey  conditionalization on p  and $p, but rather by a Jeffrey conditionalization on a 
more complex partition. I think this reply can be extended to the first assumption that 

the belief change between stage two and three should be modeled by a Jeffrey 
conditionalization on q and $q, but this would not add anything to the discussion.
Let us start with the the foundationalist reply.

7.3 The Foundationalist Reply

It seems like there is an easy answer to Weisberg's argument. Instead of representing the 
belief change brought about by perceiving the red sock by a conditionalization on the 
proposition p that the sock is red, it could be argued that it is more appropriate to model 
this change by a conditionalization on the proposition r that the sock looks red.145  If the 

update from belief state one to belief state two does not take place by a Jeffrey 
conditionalization on p, the rigidity of Jeffrey conditionalisation does not prevent  p 
from becoming dependent on q in the second belief state. Thus p  could be undermined 
by q in belief state two, even though it was independent of q in belief state one.

This can be seen by the following example. Assume that the agent has the following 
initial belief state P.

P(p!q!r)=.025   P($p!q!r)=.1
P(p!q!$r)=.1   P($p!q!$r)=.275

P(p!$q!r)=.1   P($p!$q!r)=.025
P(p!$q!$r)=.025   P($p!$q!$r)=.35

This belief state satisfies Weisberg's constraints 1. and 5. in that P(p)=.25 and                
P(p∣q)=P(p). Now assume for simplicity's sake that conditionalization proceeds by strict 

conditionalization, which is - as argued in section 4.2 - a special case of Jeffrey 
conditionalization. Then conditionalizing P on r gives us P'(p)=P(p∣r)=.5, and afterwards 

conditionalizing P' on q gives us P''(p)=P'(p∣q)=.2, which satisfies Weisberg's remaining 
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constraints 2. and 3. Thus Weisberg's case of perceptual undermining can be represented 

in the form of Jeffrey conditionalization: seeing the sock increases the agent's degree of 
belief in the appearance proposition r that the sock looks red, which in turn leads to an 
increase in the agent's degree of belief in p  that the sock is red. Learning that the 
lighting is misleading then increases the agent's degree of belief in q, which in turn 
leads to a decrease in the agent's belief in p that the sock is red.

There are two problems with this reply. As Christensen points out, it  might be 
problematic for Jeffrey  to claim that instead of conditionalization with the proposition 
that the sock is red, one should conditionalize with the proposition that the sock looks 
red. This is because, as we have discussed in chapter 4, Jeffrey claims in his argument 

against simple conditionalization that it cannot be guaranteed that the appropriate 
appearance proposition r is in fact the algebra of the agent.146

The more important problem is that, as Weisberg correctly  points out, this reply  can 
only be successful if the original problem does not reappear for the appearance 

propositions. If the belief that the sock looks a specific way should also depend on 
background beliefs and can also be undermined by a belief about how reliably the agent 
can judge how colors look to her, then the same problem arises again.
More generally this means that the foundationalist needs to show that every belief 
change is representable by a Jeffrey conditionalization on a proposition which cannot be 

perceptually undermined.147

7.3.1 Strong Foundationalism

The question whether there are any propositions which cannot be perceptually 

undermined at all is a very old one. It is the question whether there are any  propositions 
which are immune to skeptical worries and which can thus provide a secure foundation 
for all our beliefs. For a proposition to provide such a foundation it would need to be 
incorrigible. According to Pollock, "a proposition p is incorrigible for a person S iff S's 
believing p  logically entails that p is true"148. Only  incorrigible propositions are not 

prone to skeptical arguments and perceptual undermining, as all other propositions 
could turn out to be falsely believed because some skeptical scenario or undermining 
defeater is true.
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I cannot do the rich history  of this debate justice here and will confine myself to some 

remarks. The traditional candidates for incorrigible propositions are appearance 
propositions like the proposition r that the sock looks red.149  It  has, however, been 
argued that even appearance propositions can be undermined.150  Because of these 
arguments strong foundationalism is nearly extinct today.151 As Weisberg points out, the 
idea that appearance propositions cannot be undermined at all is "seriously  in tension 

with the plausible thought that the transition from perceptual experience to belief is 
generally susceptible to error".152

But maybe appearance propositions were not the right candidate for incorrigible 
propositions in the first place. There might be even more basic propositions which 

cannot be undermined. Spohn discusses the contents of consciousness - like the 
proposition that I am in pain now - as examples for such propositions.153 Unfortunately, 
as Spohn points out, it seems as if these propositions cannot constitute a secure 
foundation for our beliefs for the following reason.154

At any time an agent needs to entertain either a maximal or a minimal degree of belief 

for any  incorrigible proposition. There is no room for uncertainty  about being in pain or 
not, if it follows logically from me believing that I am in pain, that I in fact am in pain.
But this feature of incorrigible beliefs prevents them from constituting a reason for a 
belief, as defined in sections 2.6 and 3.1. This is due to the fact that conditionalizing on 
a proposition which is already  believed with maximal certainty has no effect on any  of 

the degrees of belief of an agent, and conditionalizing on a proposition towards which 
the agent entertains a minimal degree of belief is not even defined.155

Thus even if there were incorrigible propositions, like the contents of consciousness, we 
cannot model all belief changes as Jeffrey conditionalizations on them, because a 

Jeffrey conditionalization with these proposition as input would not  result in a belief 
change at all.
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7.3.2 Weak Foundationalism

There might still be a chance for the foundationalist reply, even if we cannot model all 
belief changes as conditionalizations on incorrigible propositions. This is because it 
would be sufficient for the foundationalist  reply if all belief changes could be modeled 
on propositions which are not  underminable for the agent in question. How could a 

proposition not be incorrigible, but not be underminable for an agent at the same time?

Let us start off by  assuming for a moment that the agents we are interested in are unable 
to undergo conceptual learning and also that they  are not conceptually  omniscient. Then 
even if the confirmational holist is correct that there is an undermining defeater for 

every  content  of an experience, it might be the case that the defeater for some such 
content is missing in the algebra of an agent. This might be so for two reasons. It  might 
either be the case that the agent is simply  lacking the conceptual resources to form an 
opinion on the specific defeater proposition, or, as Spohn points out, it might be that the 
relevant possibilities are excluded from the algebra for more pragmatic reasons.156 

Spohn argues that an agent can, depending on her epistemic standards, exclude some 
skeptical possibilities. Excluding possibilities in this sense amounts to the reverse of 
conceptual learning: the algebra of the agent is made smaller, such that it does not 
contain specific propositions.
Thus it might be the case that a propositions is not underminable for an agent because 

the agent's algebra does not contain the appropriate defeater proposition.
In contrast to an incorrigible belief, such propositions would not be required to always 
be believed to a maximal or minimal degree and could thus function as reasons for other 
beliefs. An agent could, for example, lack a defeater proposition for the proposition that 
the sock is red in her algebra, thus rendering that proposition not underminable for her, 

and at the same time being uncertain whether the sock is in fact red or not. 
Conditionalizing with the proposition that the sock is red could then lead to a change in 
the degrees of belief of the agent, in contrast to conditionalizing with a content of 
consciousness.

To show that there can be propositions which are not underminable for an agent and can 
simultaneously  function as reasons for other beliefs is, however, not sufficient for the 
foundationalist reply. One would additionally have to show that, in fact, all belief 
changes could be modeled by a conditionalization on such propositions. One might try 
to make this plausible by the following considerations.
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Let us look at  the three propositions p, r and d again, that is the proposition that the sock 

is red, the proposition that the sock looks red and the defeater proposition that 
something with my perceiving that the sock is red is going amiss. If d was not in my 
algebra, it  seems plausible to directly  change my beliefs about p  as a result of perceiving 
the sock. But if d was conceptually  possible for me, one might claim that I would not 
change my belief about p as a result of perceiving the sock, but rather my belief about r.

While it is reasonable to assume that what comes into consideration as a possible input 
for a belief revision is in some way dependent on the algebra of the agent157, it is hard to 
see how the foundationalist can guarantee that, as soon as there is a defeater for one 
proposition in the algebra of the agent, this proposition is disqualified as a possible 
input.

This issue becomes even more problematic if we allow agents to acquire new concepts 
and thus add new defeater propositions to their algebra. In this case the foundationalist 
would not only have to claim that the input always consists of a proposition for which 
there is no defeater proposition in the algebra of the agent. The foundationalist would 

additionally have to require that learning new defeater propositions is always 
accompanied by  relearning the use of concepts - as discussed in chapter 5 - such that 
past input propositions for which a defeater proposition has been added to the algebra 
change into propositions for which there are no defeater proposition in the algebra of the 
agent.

Obviously, if we allow for conceptually omniscient agents, this weak version of the 
foundationalist reply cannot be made to work at all.

I have argued in chapter 5 that what qualifies as input proposition is an empirical 
question. To make the weak foundationalist reply work, one would either have to deny 

this and make normative claims about the possible input propositions, or one would 
have to make very serious empirical assumptions about the possible input propositions. 
I think both options would be bad choices. For this reason I am very  skeptical whether 
one could make the weak foundationalist reply work. Let me nonetheless make two 
final remarks about this reply.

Firstly, as Weisberg has already shortly noted, if the input propositions are not 
underminable for the agent, the agent should come to believe them with certainty  upon 
making the appropriate experience. If the agent cannot think of anything that could go 
wrong by making this experience, what is being experienced should be believed with 
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certainty. In chapter 5 I left the question of how a maximal degree of belief in the 

contents of experience, once that content has been experienced, could be justified 
unanswered. I think the weak foundationalist reply  could be such a justification if one 
was prepared to make the extremely strong assumptions about the possible input 
propositions. But this would mean that, if the problems of simple conditionalization 
discussed in chapter 5 can be solved - and I have argued how that  might be achieved -, 

there is no need to make use of general conditionalization at all. Simple 
conditionalization would be sufficient.

Secondly, I have argued above that undermining defeaters can also strengthen the 
support an experience provides for a belief. If that is true, the weak foundationalist reply 

seems to be heavily biased. If the lack of negative underminers - which weaken the 
support an experience provides for a belief - in the algebra of the agent provides a 
justification for the agent to believe what she experiences, the lack of positive 
underminers - which strengthen the support an experience provides for a belief - in the 
algebra of the agent should provide a justification for the agent to doubt what she 

experiences. If the algebra of the agent does not contain a proposition about her 
experiences being a reliable source of beliefs, it would seem that it is not even 
conceptually possible for the agent that her experience provides support for her beliefs. 
In such a case it seems as if experience should make no difference at all for the beliefs 
of the agent.

7.4 The Appeal to Richer Input Reply

As we have seen, there is little hope to refute Weisberg's argument by claiming that the 
belief change between the belief stages one and two should be modeled by  a Jeffrey 

conditionalization on a proposition which is not underminable either in principle or at 
least for that agent. One might still object to the assumption that this belief change 
should be modeled by a Jeffrey conditionalization on p  and $p. Instead one might  claim 
that the input needs to be richer. As we have seen in chapter 4, Jeffrey  conditionalization 
can take any probability distrubution on a partition of the algebra of the agent as input. 

Weisberg proposes to use the following probability distribution as input for the first 
belief revision after the agent experienced the sock.

P'(p!q)=.001  P'(p!$q)=.989
P'( $p!q)=.009  P'($p!q)=.001
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A Jeffrey conditionalization on this distribution would guarantee a high degree of belief 

for p in belief state two, P'(p)=.99, but a low conditional degree of belief for p 
conditional on q, P'(p∣q)=.1. Thus q can become an undermining defeater for p  in belief 

state two despite the fact that Jeffrey conditionalization is rigid.158

Proposing such a richer input amounts to claiming that by experiencing the sock, the 
agent does not simply come to believe to a high degree that the sock is red. She rather 
comes to believe something more complicated, namely the conditional belief, that the 
sock is red given that the lighting is not misleading, and the belief that the lighting is 

probably not misleading.

Weisberg argues that this solution is not feasible, because it would require a highly 
complex theory - or input rule in Field's terminology introduced above - which specifies 
under which conditions which experience should amount to which input distribution. 

Weisberg shows how complicated such an account would have to be by  pointing out 
that there are many possible defeaters for any  proposition. These defeaters also 
undermine propositions to different degrees and furthermore these degrees dependent on 
the past experiences of the agent and her background beliefs. What is even more 
problematic is the fact that  this more complex input  should be underminable as well. 

Whether one should assign a subjective probability of .001 to p(q seems, again, to 
depend on various background beliefs.159

While I agree that it would be a difficult task to provide such an input rule for Jeffrey 
conditionalization, as I already mentioned in the first  section of this chapter, I do not 

think that this should worry  Jeffrey at all. By denying (EJB), Jeffrey assumes that there 
is no reason to supply such an normative rule for the relation between experience and 
input, as there are no norms which govern this relation. According to Jeffrey, the 
relation is merely a causal one, and if it happens to be a complicated causal relation 
there is nothing to do about that.

Thus if (ECB) is correct, I think that the appeal to richer input reply is a valid answer to 
the concerns of confirmational holism.

The situation is, of course, quite different  if one rejects (ECB) and assumes that (EJB) is 
correct. If the relation between experience and input is governed by  norms, a complete 

normative theory  on rational belief change would have to say something about this 
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relation. But, for the reasons discussed by Weisberg, to do so in terms of the appeal to 

richer input reply does not seem very promising.

7.5 Confirmational Holism and Evidence Oriented Conditionalizing

We have seen above that the need to be able to account for perceptual undermining 

seemed to cause a problem for Jeffrey conditionalization, because Jeffrey 
conditionalization is rigid and thus preserves the independence of the input propositions. 
It turned out though that, by  assuming (ECB), Jeffrey conditionalization can account for 
perceptual undermining by allowing for a richer input.
Evidence oriented conditionalization has the same problem with representing perceptual 

undermining as Jeffrey conditionalization because it preserves the independence of the 
input propositions, as well. But, since it assumes (EJB), the appeal to richer input reply 
to Weisberg's argument is not viable for evidence oriented conditionalization. I have 
furthermore shown that there is little hope to answer this problem by the foundationalist 
reply. Thus we need a completely different approach to address confirmational holism.

Let us go back to the basic idea of confirmational holism. According to confirmational 
holism, the impact of an experience on the degrees of belief should depend on the 
remaining beliefs of the agent. Evidence oriented conditionalization already models the 
impact of the experience on the degrees of belief by the factor ) in the original version 

and the strength function in the a priori based version. The a priori based version also 
already incorporates another important feature. As mentioned above, it should not 
matter whether the agent first makes an experience and then changes her degrees of 
belief in the propositions relevant for determining the impact of the experience on the 
beliefs, or vice versa. While in prior based evidence oriented conditionalization a 

change in ) could not retroactively change the impact of the relevant experience on the 
agent's degrees of belief, in a priori based evidence oriented conditionalization, a 
change in the strength function will alter the impact of all relevant input propositions on 
the agent's degrees of belief.
Thus we are already  in a good spot to make evidence oriented conditionalization 

compatible with confirmational holism. All that is left to do is to explain how the 
degrees of belief of an agent should influence the strength function. This is what we will 
turn to in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8

Holistic Belief Revision

8.1 Recapitulation
8.2 Reliability Propositions
8.3 Holistic Shenoy Conditionalization

8.3.1 Background Beliefs and Holistic Shenoy Conditionalization
8.3.2 Undermining and Holistic Shenoy Conditionalization
8.4 Reasons and Independence
8.5 Holistic Field Conditionalization
8.5.1 Background Beliefs and Holistic Field Conditionalization

8.5.1 Undermining and Holistic Field Conditionalization
8.6 Uniqueness
8.7 Justification

8.1 Recapitulation

Let us start with a short recapitulation of the last two chapters. In chapter 6, I introduced 
an a priori based version of evidence oriented conditionalization for both ranking theory 

and subjective probability theory, which was able to solve the problems of the (GGO). 
The resulting update rule determined the rational degrees of belief of an agent 
depending on the total information she received as well as the strength function, which 
measures the impact which the information received by a specific source should have on 
the beliefs of the agent. Carnap and Field assumed that this impact should only depend 

on the relevant experience. The discussion of confirmational holism in the last chapter 
showed that this assumption cannot be held, as this impact should depend on the beliefs 
of the agent. The goal of this chapter is to discuss how that can be achieved.
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8.2 Reliability Propositions

As discussed in the last chapter, Weisberg and Christensen claim that how strongly  our 
experiencing that p should impact our belief that p depends on the relevant background 
beliefs of the agent. In their examples, the belief in the proposition d that the light  is 
misleading, influences the impact of experiencing that the sock or the cloth has a 

specific color. But the belief in d is not the only background belief relevant to 
determining how strongly the experience should influence the beliefs of the agent. In 
this particular example more general beliefs about  the reliability of the agent's sight 
need to be considered as well. Furthermore, the agent might entertain beliefs which alter 
the effect of these background beliefs on the impact the experience has on the beliefs. 

The agent could, for example, believe that every time she is in a situation with 
misleading lighting, everything she sees magically turns into a red sock. In such a case 
the belief in d should even increase the impact of experiencing that p  on the belief that 
p.

This shows that none of these particular defeater propositions alone can determine how 
strongly a specific experience should affect the beliefs of the agent. However, all of 
these defeater propositions together will determine the beliefs of the agent about how 
reliable her information sources are. I will call the propositions which express these 
beliefs reliability propositions. I think the beliefs in these reliability propositions 

determine how strongly  an experience should impact the beliefs of the agent  for the 
following reason.
Assume an agent believes that her eyes are working well and the lighting is good and 
from this she concludes that her sight is reliable. Then, obviously, her degrees of beliefs 
in the information provided by her sight should strongly  increase upon receiving the 

information. But even if the agent believes that her eyes are working badly and the 
lighting is misleading, and still concludes that her sight is reliable, her beliefs in the 
information provided by  her sight should strongly increase upon receiving the 
information. Because, in a case like this, the agent would, for some reason, believe that 
badly  working eyes and misleading lighting are indicators for her sight providing 

correct information.

Reliability  can come in different degrees. An agent might think that a source is very 
reliable or hardly reliable. Real agents usually only entertain opinions about vague 
degrees of reliability for an information source, but I will assume here that the agent 

entertains beliefs about precise numerical degrees of reliability for a source. I will 
represent the proposition that  source si is reliable to degree x by  rsi≐x and also speak of 
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x as of the degree of reliability  proclaimed by  rsi≐x. $rsi≐x will denote the negation of 

rsi≐x, that is the disjunction of all rsi≐y with y'x.

The degree of reliability  is the strength with which information provided by  a source 
should impact the beliefs of the agent. This means that the possible degrees of reliability 
are integers in a ranking framework and real numbers in subjective probability theory. 
Thus, in ranking theory, the degree of reliability easily  translates into requirements for 

belief change. If the agent believes the proposition rs1≐2, she believes that upon 
receiving the information that p by source s1, her ranks for p  should decrease by 2 ranks 

compared to the ranks of $p. As subjective probability  theory  does not come with a 
notion of belief this will look slightly different in that frame. I will come back to this 
below.
The agent can not only believe that  a source is reliable but also that a source is 
unreliable and is thus providing false information. In that case the degree of reliability 

will be negative and information provided by that source should lead to a decrease in 
the degree of belief in that information.

While there is a reliability proposition for every  possible degree of reliability and every 
source, not every agent's algebra will contain all of these. But, as the reliability 

propositions tell the agent how to react to her experiences, her update behavior will be 
limited by which reliability  propositions her algebra includes. If the algebra of an agent, 
whose belief state is represented by a ranking function, for example, only  includes 
reliability  propositions with even reliability degrees, it would not be conceptually 
possible for that agent to change her ranks for a proposition by an odd number of ranks 

upon having an experience. Furthermore, if the algebra does not contain any reliability 
propositions it would not at all be conceptually possible for her to change her degrees of 
belief upon making an experience.

As the reliability propositions for one source are mutually exclusive - no source can be 

both reliable to degree 1 and to degree 2 - they  will form a partition on the algebra of 
the agent.

Let us now see how the notion of reliability  propositions can help us to develop an 
holistic account of belief revision. I will again start with the ranking theoretic version.

8.3 Holistic Shenoy Conditionalization

If an agent believes rs1=2, that is she believes that information provided by source s1 
should decrease her disbelief in this information by 2 ranks compared to its negation, 
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then she should in fact decrease her disbelief in the information provided by s1 by two 

ranks compared to its negation. Updating differently would be inconsistent with her 
belief how she should update. This means that if an agent believes rs1≐2, her subjective 

strength function should determine strength 2 for s1.
More generally, if %t is the belief state of the agent at t, the value for si of her subjective 
strength function strt at  t  should be x with %t($rsi≐x)>0. As the reliability propositions 

form a partition, at most one of them can be believed and thus there can be at most one 
value for strt for every  source. But, as the agent can be indifferent between several 
reliability  propositions, it can happen that strt has no value for a given source. I will, for 
now, ignore this complication and assume that agents are not indifferent between 
reliability propositions. I will come back to this later.

This observation allows us to state a new definition of the strength function dependent 
on the belief state of the agent.

(SF3) Definition Strength Function 2:

Let S be the set of possible information sources of an agent and "t be her belief 

state at t, then her subjective strength function strt: S ⟼  at t should be

strt(si) = x,  with "t($rsi≐x)>0.

We can now exchange this definition of the strength function for (SF1) in a priori based 

Shenoy conditionalization. I will call the resulting update rule holistic Shenoy 
conditionalization. Let us look at a simple example in detail to see how exactly holistic 
Shenoy conditionalization works and how well it can account for the demands of 
confirmational holism.

8.3.1 Background Beliefs and Holistic Shenoy Conditionalization

Assume there are two possible information sources s1 and s2 and the algebra of the agent 
contains two partitions of reliability  propositions {rs1≐0, rs1≐1, rs1≐2} and {rs2≐0, rs2≐1, 

rs2≐2}, the proposition p  as well as the respective negations and conjunctions and no 

other propositions. By letting the algebra contain only reliability propositions with non-
negative degrees of reliability, we will avoid some unnecessary  complications, but 
similar examples allowing for negative degrees of reliability can be given as well.
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Let us further assume the a priori belief state of the agent is %t0 with

"t0(p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) = "t0($p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) = 0

"t0(p!rs1≐0!rs2≐0) = "t0($p!rs1≐0!rs2≐0) = 2
"t0(p!rs1≐0!rs2≐1) = "t0($p!rs1≐0!rs2≐1) = 2

"t0(·) = 1, for all other atoms in the algebra.

Thus, a priori, the agent is indifferent between p and $p and believes both rs1≐1 and rs2≐2.

Now assume between t0 and t1 the agent receives the information p by source s1 and 

between t1 and t2 the agent receives the information rs1≐0 by s2 and the agent receives no 
other information up to t2.

This means at t1 the agent has the following memory function according to (MEM).

   +1, if x = s1 and y = p
memt1(x, y) =  ,   

   -0, else

By memt1 and (DEN) we can determine the denial function for the atoms of the algebra 
of the agent at t1.

   +1, if x = s1 and z ! $p
dent1(x, z) =  ,
   -0, else

According to (CEV), in the case of two information sources, the counter-evidence 
function is given by

cevt1(·) = dent1(s1, · ) · strt1(s1) + dent1(s2, · ) · strt1(s2) + "t0(·).

As all values for dent1(s2, · ) are 0, this reduces to

cevt1(·) = dent1(s1, · ) · strt1(s1) + "t0(·).

According to (RAT), to determine the rank of an atom we need to subtract from its 
counter-evidence the counter-evidence of the atom with the lowest counter-evidence in 
the algebra. Here p(rs1≐1(rs2≐2 is the atom with the lowest counter-evidence, namely
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cevt1(p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) = dent1(s1, p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) · strt1(s1) + "t0(p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) 

= 0 · strt1(s1) + 0 = 0.

Thus the ranks for the atoms at t1 simply are their counter-evidence and (RAT) reduces 
to

"at1(&) = cevt1(&).

As the next step, we need to determine the strength of s1. We know that the counter-
evidence and thus the rank of p(rs1≐1(rs2≐2 is 0 and we also know that  the rank for all 
atoms !.rs1≐1 is larger than 0. The latter can easily  be seen by noting that their a priori 

counter-evidence is 1 and the algebra of the agent does not contain a reliability 
proposition according to which the degree of reliability of one of the sources is 
negative. Thus the counter-evidence can only increase by additional information.

By (RP) we can therefore determine that the agent believes rs1≐1 to some degree at t1 
because

"t1(rs1≐1) = min {"a(&) : & ! rs1≐1} = 0

"t1($rs1≐1) = min {"a(&) : & ! $rs1≐1} ( 1.

Thus, by (SF3), the strength of s1 is 1. Knowing the strength of s1 at t1 the ranks for the 
remaining propositions at t1 can easily be determined. In particular, the rank of $p at t1 is

"t1($p) = min {"a(&) : & ! $p} = "at1($p!rs1!rs2) = cevt1($p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2)                  

= dent1(s1, $p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) · strt1(s1) + "t0($p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) = 1 · 1 + 0 = 1.

This shows that, according to holistic Shenoy conditionalization, the agent should 
disbelieve $p with rank 1 and accordingly believe p at t1. This is exactly  as expected. The 
agent was initially indifferent between p and $p, gets the information that p  by the source 
s1, which she takes to be reliable, and starts believing p.

The fact that the agent believes that  s1 is reliable is crucial here. If the agent  had not 
believed rs1≐1 at t1, she would not have started believing p after having been told p by 

s1. Thus Christensen's claim that  the background beliefs of an agent should figure in the 
updating process is met by this model. In order to see whether Weisberg's claim that 
perceptual undermining must be representable is also met by this model, we need to 
look at what happens if we proceed to t2.
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8.3.2 Undermining and Holistic Shenoy Conditionalization

For t2 we can proceed in a similar fashion. First, we need to determine the atom with the 
lowest counter-evidence. Here, it will depend on the strength of s2 which atom has the 
lowest counter-evidence. According to (SF3) and the algebra of the agent, strt2(s2) can 
turn out to be either 0, 1 or 2. 

Let us start by assuming strt2(s2)=0. In that case p(rs1≐1(rs2≐2 will continue to be the 

atom with the lowest counter-evidence, namely 0:

c e v t 2 ( p! r s 1≐1! r s 2≐2 ) = d e n t 2 ( s 1 , p! r s 1≐1! r s 2≐2 ) · s t r t 2 ( s 1 ) +                            

dent2(s2, p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) · strt2(s2) + "t0(p!rs1≐1!rs2≐2) = 0 · strt2(s1) + 1 · 0 + 0 
= 0

Thus, again, the ranks of the atoms are equal to their counter-evidence. Furthermore, all 
atoms !.rs2≐2 have a counter-evidence larger than 0, as all of them have a priori 

counter-evidence and, as mentioned above, the information provided by the sources can 

only add to the counter-evidence in this example. Thus

"t2(rs2≐2) = min {"at2(&) : & ! rs2≐2} = 0

"t2($rs2≐2) = min {"at2(&) : & ! $rs2≐2} ( 1,

which means that the agent would believe rs2≐2 at t2 and thus, according to (SF3),     

strt2(s2)=2 which contradicts the assumption that strt2(s2)=0.

Let us next  assume that strt2(s2)=1. In this case both p(rs1≐1(rs2≐2 and p(rs1≐0(rs2≐2 

will have counter-evidence 1 and no atom will have lower counter-evidence. Thus the 
ranks of the atoms will equal their counter-evidence reduced by 1. Accordingly both 
p(rs1≐1(rs2≐2 and p(rs1≐0(rs2≐2 will have rank 0. Furthermore all atoms !.rs2≐2 will 

have counter-evidence of at least 2, as they either have 2 a priori counter-evidence or 1 a 
priori counter-evidence and 1 additional a posteriori counter-evidence by s2 providing 
the information rs1≐0. Thus all these atoms will have at least rank 1. Therefore

"t2(rs2≐2) = min {"at2(&) : & ! rs2≐2} = 0

"t2($rs2≐2) = min {"at2(&) : & ! $rs2≐2} ( 1,
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which means that the agent would believe rs2≐2 at t2 and thus, according to (SF3),     

strt2(s2)=2, which contradicts the assumption that strt2(s2)=1.

Assuming that strt2(s2)=2 does not  lead to a contradiction. This will leave p(rs1≐0(rs2≐2 
with counter-evidence 1 and no atom with lower counter-evidence. Accordingly the 
ranks of the atoms will again be their counter-evidence reduced by  1. Furthermore all 

atoms !.rs2≐2 will have at least counter-evidence 2, as they either have 2 a priori 

counter-evidence or 1 a priori counter-evidence and 2 additional a posteriori counter-
evidence by  s2 providing the information rs1≐0. Thus all these atoms will have at least 

rank 1. Therefore

"t2(rs2≐2) = min {"at2(&) : & ! rs2≐2} = 0

"t2($rs2≐2) = min {"at2(&) : & ! $rs2≐2} ( 1,

which means that the agent would believe rs2≐2 at t2 and thus, according to (SF3),     
strt2(s2)=2. As the assumption that strt2(s2)=2 is the only  assumption on the strength of s2 

not leading to a contradiction, the strength of s2 has to be 2 at t2.

We can now proceed to determining the strength of s1 at t2. p(rs1≐0(rs2≐2 will have 

counter-evidence 1 at t2 and all atoms !.rs1≐0 will have at at least 2 counter-evidence, 

because s2 provides the information that rs1≐0 with strength 2. As discussed above, the 

ranks of the atoms will be their counter-evidence reduced by 1. Therefore

"t2(rs1≐0) = min {"at2(&) : & ! rs1≐0} = 0

"t2($rs1≐0) = min {"at2(&) : & ! $rs1≐0} ( 1,

which means that the agent believes rs1≐0 at t2 and thus, according to (SF3), strt2(s1)=0.

After having determined the strength for all sources at t2, the ranks for the remaining 

propositions at t2 can easily be determined. In particular both p(rs1≐0(rs2≐2 and 
$p(rs1≐0(rs2≐2 do have counter-evidence 1, as the information that p  is only provided 

by s1, the strength of s1 at  t2 is 0 and both these atoms have 1 a priori counter-evidence. 
Accordingly the rank for both these atoms is 0, meaning that the agent is indifferent 
between p and $p, again.

This result  is also as expected. The agent started off being indifferent concerning p. 
Then at t1 the agent learned that p by a source she took to be reliable at that time and 
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thus started believing p. At t2 she comes to believe that this source is not reliable after 

all and thus went back to being indifferent concerning p. This shows that holistic 
Shenoy conditionalization can account for perceptual undermining.

As we have seen, determining the strength of a source at t by  the beliefs at t can involve 
rather extensive reasoning, even for a simple example. So why not define the strength 

function at tn via the degrees of belief at tn-1? While this would simplify  matters 
considerably, it would not be appropriate for the following reasons. On such an account, 
a change in the beliefs about the strength of a source si at tn would not affect the 
justification the information provided by si up to tn for the agent's beliefs at tn. This 
change would only affect the degrees of belief of the agent at  tn+1. But why should an 

agent continue to believe what a source has claimed, even though she no longer believes 
that source to be reliable? For the same reason defining the strength function in such a 
way would lead to a violation of experience-commutativity. In terms of the example 
discussed above, this would mean that the belief state of the agent at t2 would be 
different if we reversed the order in which the sources provide the information for the 

agent. This seems unacceptable to me.

8.4 Reasons and Independence

In sections 2.6 and 3.1 we have seen that we can define what it  means for a proposition 

to be a reason for another proposition by making use of conditional degrees of belief. 
The resulting definitions (REA1) and (REA2) are not adequate if confirmational holism 
is true, because, according to confirmational holism, the degree of belief of a reliability 
proposition can be relevant for the degree of belief of another proposition, no matter 
what the conditional degrees of belief for that proposition are.

Assume, for example, that the algebra of an agent contains only the two reliability 
propositions rs1≐0 and rs1≐1 for her information source s1, and her a priori belief state is 

characterized by %*, according to which she entertains, among others, the following 
degrees of disbelief.

"*(p!rs1≐0) = 0

"*($p!rs1≐0) = 1

"*(p!rs1≐1) = 1
"*($p!rs1≐1) = 2

According to (REA1), rs1≐1 is no reason to believe p, because neither %*($p∣rs1≐0)>      

%*($p∣rs1≐1) nor %*(p∣rs1≐0)<%*(p∣rs1≐1). But if the agent did receive the information that 
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p by  s1, then believing that s1 has a positive reliability should be a reason for her to 

believe p, according to confirmational holism. Here, the background belief that the 
source is reliable is a reason to increase the degree of belief in the information provided 
by that source.

Holistic Shenoy conditionalization allows us to provide a different definition of what a 

reason is, which is in accordance with confirmational holism.

(REA3) Definition Reason 3:

Let "* be the a priori belief state of an agent and mem her memory function at a 
specific time. Let us define the memory functions mem0 and mem1 as

   + 0,   if i = 1 and j = 1 
mem0(si, pj) = ,
   - mem(si, pj),  else

and

   + 1,   if i = 1 and j = 1 
mem1(si, pj) = ,          .
   - mem(si, pj),  else

Let furthermore "0 be the belief state defined according to (ASH) by mem0 and "* 
and "1 be the belief state defined according to (ASH) by mem1 and "*.

Then an experience e with the content p1 provided by the source s1 is a reason for 
this agent to believe q iff "0(q)>"1(q) or "0($q)<"1($q). Furthermore, e is a reason 

against believing q iff "0(q)<"1(q) or "0($q)>"1($q) and q is independent of e iff      
"0(q)="1(q) and "0($q)="1($q).

According to (REA3), an experience can be reason for a belief in a proposition, but we 
can also, in accordance with (REA1) and (REA2), consider the content of this 

experience to be a reason for a belief in a proposition.

Weisberg's argument, discussed in the last chapter, allowed us to identify the 
preservation of independence of the input proposition as the feature of update rules 
which caused the tension with perceptual undermining and thus with confirmational 

holism. This is only true if we understand independence in terms of (REA3) and not in 
terms of conditional degrees of belief, however.
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This can easily  be seen by  noting that even though holistic Shenoy conditionalization is 

in accordance with confirmational holism as shown above, it is rigid in the sense that if 
the agent receives the information that p between t1 and t2, the conditional degrees of 
belief conditional on p do not change from t1 to t2. Thus holistic Shenoy 
conditionalization preserves the independence of input propositions, if we understand 
independence in terms of conditional degrees of belief.

Obviously holistic Shenoy conditionalization does not preserve the independence of 
input propositions if we understand independence as defined in (REA3). In the example 
discussed in the last sections, p  is independent of the reliability propositions for s1 at t1 
according to (REA3), but dependent on the reliability propositions for s1 at t2. Only after 
s1 told the agent that p, a change in the degree of belief in the reliability  propositions for 

s1 demands a change in the degree of belief in p according to holistic Shenoy 
conditionalization.

It is interesting to note that defining reasons via (REA3) has interesting consequences 
for the discussion of the last chapter, as it  enables the strong foundationalist to reject 

Spohn's argument, discussed in section 7.3.1. According to (REA3), an experience can 
constitute a reason for a belief in a proposition, even if the content of that experience is 
a posteriori always believed with either a maximal or a minimal degree of belief, as long 
as this is not the case in the a priori belief state.
This means that  if one were inclined to believe that an agent is justified to believe the 

contents of his consciousness with maximal certainty, it would be possible to defend an 
a priori based version of simple conditionalization which defines reasons analogously  to 
(REA3).

8.5 Holistic Field Conditionalization

As discussed in chapter 3, subjective probability  theory does not contain a notion of 
belief. Thus, the strength of a source cannot  be determined by what the agent believes 
the impact of an information provided by that source should be, as in (SF3). Neither 
would it  be reasonable to determine the strength of a source by the reliability 

proposition alone that the agent  deems most probable. Assume, for example, that the 
agent's algebra contains a large number of reliability propositions for each of which the 
agent entertains a very small degree of belief. The fact that one of them is taken to be 
minimally more likely should not  be sufficient  for disregarding all others. As none of 
these can be singled out as being believed - as it can be done in ranking theory - all of 

the reliability  propositions should be relevant for determining the strength of the source. 
Of course, the respective degree of belief in these reliability propositions should be 
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taken into account as well. Thus, it seems most reasonable to determine the strength of a 

source at t  by  the weighted average of the degrees of reliability, weighted according to 
the degrees of belief in the respective reliability propositions at t.

(SF4) Definition Strength Function 4:

Let S be the set of possible information sources of an agent and Pt be her belief 

state at t, then her subjective strength function strt: S ⟼ (-#, #) at t should be

strt(si) = *x Pt(rsi≐x) · x.

By replacing (SF4) for (SF2) in the definition of the a priori based Field 
conditionalization we get what I will call holistic Field conditionalization. Let us again 

look at a simple example to see how holistic Field conditionalization works.

8.5.1 Background Beliefs and Holistic Field Conditionalization

Let us again assume that there are two possible information sources s1 and s2, and the 

algebra of the agent contains two partitions of reliability propositions {rs1≐0, rs1≐1, 
rs1≐2} and {rs2≐0, rs2≐1, rs2≐2}, the proposition p as well as their respective negations 

and conjunctions and no other propositions. Let us also assume that in the a priori belief 
state P0 every atom receives the same subjective probability 1/18. Furthermore assume 

again that between t0 and t1 the agent receives the information p  by source s1, and 
between t1 and t2 the agent receives the information rs1≐0 by s2 and the agent receives no 
other information.

Let us first determine the degrees of belief for the reliability propositions. By (AFC2) 
the degree of belief for rs1≐0 at t1 is

Pt1(rs1≐0) = [estr(s1)+str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!cor(s1)!cor(s2)) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) ·                    

P0(rs1≐0!$c $or(s1)!cor(s2)) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!cor(s1)!$c $or(s2)) +                  
e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!$c$or(s1)!$c$or(s2))] / [estr(s1)+str(s2) · P0(cor(s1)!cor(s2)) +      

e-str(s1)+str(s2) · P0($c$or(s1)!cor(s2)) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(cor(s1)!$c$or(s2)) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) ·  
P0($c$or(s1)!$c$or(s2))].

At t1 cor(s1)=p and cor(s2)=# since s1 told the agent that p and s2 told the agent nothing. 
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Thus we get

        estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!p) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!$p)
Pt1(rs1≐0) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,
        estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P0($p)

which equals

        estr(s1) · P0(rs1≐0!p) + e-str(s1) · P0(rs1≐0!$p)
Pt1(rs1≐0) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
      estr(s1) · P0(p) + e-str(s1) · P0($p)

As P0(rs1≐0(p)=P0(rs1≐0($p) and P0(p)=P0($p) this amounts to

Pt1(rs1=0) = P0(p) / P0(rs1=0!p) = (1/2) / (3/18) = 1/3.

Thus, the degree of belief in rs1≐0 does not change from t1 to t2. The same can be shown 
for all other reliability  propositions. This allows us to determine the strength of s1 and s2 

at t1 by (SF4) to be

str(s1) = P0(rs1≐0) · 0 + P0(rs1≐1) · 1 + P0(rs1≐2) · 2 = 1/3 · 0 + 1/3 · 1 + 1/3 · 2 = 1

str(s2) = P0(rs2≐0) · 0 + P0(rs2≐1) · 1 + P0(rs2=2) · 2 =1/3 · 0 + 1/3 · 1 + 1/3 · 2 = 1.

This, in turn, allows us to determine the rank for p at t1 by (AFC2) to be

Pt1(p) = [estr (s1)+str (s2) · P0(p!cor(s1)!cor(s2) ) + e-s tr (s1)+str (s2) ·                                
P0(p!$c$or(s1)!cor(s2)) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p!cor(s1)!$c$or(s2)) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) ·         
P0(p!/$c$or(s1)!$c$or(s2))] / [estr(s1)+str(s2) · P0(cor(s1)!cor(s2)) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) ·       

P0( $c $or(s1)!cor(s2)) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(cor(s1)!$c $or(s2)) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) ·                  
P0($c$or(s1)!$c$or(s2))]

As above, we have cor(s1)=p and cor(s2)=# and this gives us

            estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p)
Pt1(p) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
          estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P0($p)

Note that -str(s2) can be cancelled out. This is not surprising as s2 did not provide any 
information regarding p and therefore its strength is irrelevant here.
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Cancelling out -str(s2) gives us

   estr(s1) · P0(p)
Pt1(p) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
  estr(s1) · P0(p) + e-str(s1) · P0($p)

With str(s1)=1 and P0(p)=P0($p)=0.5 we get

            e1 · 0.5
Pt1(p) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, / 0.88.
   e1 · 0.5 + e-1 · 0.5

This result is similar to what we got at t1 in the example for holistic Shenoy 
conditionalization. The degree of belief in p  increases, because the agent believes s1 to 

be reliable. Thus holistic Field conditionalization can also account for the influence of 
background beliefs on the impact of experiences on the agent's degrees of belief.

8.5.2 Undermining and Holistic Field Conditionalization

As can be seen by similar considerations as carried out above, the degree of belief in the 
reliability  propositions for s2 stay the same at t2, again. The degrees of belief for the 
reliability propositions for s1 change, however. For rs1≐0 we have

Pt2(rs1≐0) = [estr(s1)+str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!cor(s1)!cor(s2)) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) ·                    

P0(rs1≐0!$c$or(s1)!cor(s2)) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!cor(s1)!$c$or(s2)) + e-str(s1)-str(s2)· 
P0(rs1≐0!c$or(s1)!c$or(s2))] / [estr(s1)+str(s2) · P0(cor(s1)!cor(s2)) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) ·    

P0( $c $or(s1)!cor(s2)) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(cor(s1)!c $or(s2)) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) ·                  
P0($c$or(s1)!c$or(s2))].

At t2 cor(s1)=p and cor(s2)=rs1≐0 since s1 told the agent that p and s2 told the agent rs1≐0. 
Inserting this in the above formula gives us

Pt2(rs1≐0) = [estr(s1)+str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!p) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) · P0(rs1≐0!$p)] / [estr(s1)+str(s2) 

· P0(p!rs1≐0) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) · P0($p!rs1≐0) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p!$rs1≐0) + e-str(s1)-str

(s2) · P0($p!$rs1≐0)].
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By inserting str(s2)=1 and the a priori degrees of belief we get

Pt2(rs1≐0) = [estr(s1)+1 · 1/6 + e-str(s1)+1 · 1/6] / [estr(s1)+1 · 1/6 + e-str(s1)+1 · 1/6 +      

estr(s1)-1 · 2/6 + e-str(s1)-1 · 2/6] = [estr(s1)+1 + e-str(s1)+1] / [estr(s1)+1 + e-str(s1)+1 +      
2estr(s1)-1 + 2e-str(s1)-1] = 1/(1+2 · e-2) / 0.787.

By similar considerations we get Pt2(rs1≐1)=Pt2(rs1≐2)=1/(e2+2)-0.107.

Pt2(rs1≐1) = [estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐1(p) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐1($p)] / [estr(s1)+str(s2) · 

P0(p(rs1≐1) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) · P0($p(rs1≐1) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p($rs1≐1) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · 

P0($p($rs1≐1)] = [estr(s1)-1 · 1/6 + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · 1/6] / [estr(s1)+1 · 1/6 + e-str(s1)+1 · 1/6 + 
estr(s1)-1 · 2/6 + e-str(s1)-1 · 2/6] = 1/(e2+2) - 0.107

Pt2(rs1≐2) = [estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐1!p) + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P0(rs1≐2!$p)] / [estr(s1)+str(s2) · 
P0(p! rs1≐2) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) · P0($p!rs1≐2) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p!$rs1≐2) +                 

e-str(s1)-str(s2) · P0($p!$rs1≐2)] = [estr(s1)-1 · 1/6 + e-str(s1)-str(s2) · 1/6] / [estr(s1)+1 · 1/6 +   

e-str(s1)+1 · 1/6 + estr(s1)-1 · 2/6 + e-str(s1)-1 · 2/6] = 1/(e2+2) / 0.107

This allows us to determine strt2(s1) as

strt2(s1) = Pt2(rs1≐0) · 0 + Pt2(rs1≐1) ·1 + Pt2(rs1≐2) · 2 / 0.32,

which, in turn, allows us to determine the degree of belief for p at t2 to be

Pt2(p) = [estr(s1)+str(s2) · P0(p!rs1≐0) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p!$rs1≐0)] / [estr(s1)+str(s2) ·    

P0(p!rs1≐0) + e-str(s1)+str(s2) · P0($p!rs1≐0) + estr(s1)-str(s2) · P0(p!$rs1≐0) + e-str(s1)-str(s2)· 
P0($p!$rs1≐0)] / [e0.32+1 · 1/6 + e0.32-1 · 1/6] / [e0.32+1 · 1/6 + e-0.32+1 · 1/6 + e0.32-1 · 

2/6 + e-0.32-1 · 2/6] / 0.59.

Again, we get a similar result to the one in the example discussed in terms of holistic 
Shenoy conditionalization. The degree of belief in p decreases at t2 compared to t1, 
because the agent takes s1 to be less reliable at t2 than at t1.
Note that the degree of reliability  of s1 will, in contrast to the ranking theoretic case, not 
reach 0, here. This would require the degree of belief in rs1≐0 to rise to 1, which cannot 

happen by Field conditionalization. This difference is due to the different way the 
strength function is defined. The difference between (SF3) and (SF4) has some further 
interesting consequences, which I will turn to in the next section.
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Before I do so, let me close this section by stating the analog to (REA3) for holistic 

Field conditionalization.

(REA4) Definition Reason 4:

Let P* be the a priori belief state of an agent and mem her memory function at a 
specific time. Let us define the memory functions mem0 and mem1 as

   + 0,   if i = 1 and j = 1 
mem0(si, pj)= ,
   - mem(si, pj),  else

and

   + 1,   if i = 1 and j = 1 
mem1(si, pj)= ,          .
   - mem(si, pj),  else

Let furthermore P0 be the belief state defined according to (AFC) by mem0 and P* 
and P1 be the belief state defined according to (AFC) by mem1 and P*.

Then an experience e with the content p1 provided by the source s1 is a reason for 
this agent to believe q iff P0(q)<P1(q). Furthermore, e is a reason against 

believing q iff P0(q)>P1(q) and q is independent of e iff P0(q)=P1(q).

8.6 Uniqueness

As mentioned above, in the ranking theoretic framework it cannot be guaranteed that the 

agent always believes one of the reliability  propositions for every  source. But what 
should the strength of a source be, if the agent is indifferent between several of the 
reliability propositions of that source?
Being indifferent between reliability propositions means that the agent is indifferent 
between ways to update her beliefs upon receiving information. But this means that the 

agent has no epistemic means to give preference to one of them. If she did, she would 
not be indifferent to begin with. Furthermore, it would be false to conclude that the 
agent should not update her beliefs at all upon receiving information by the respective 
source. Doing so would be equivalent to updating with strength 0. But if the agent is, for 
example, indifferent between updating with strength 1 or strength 2 and strongly 

disbelieves that  she should update with strength 0, it would be irrational to update with 
strength 0. After all, she believes that whatever she should make of the information, she 
should at least not disregard it.
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As the agent has no means to decide on a unique way to update her beliefs and she can 

not refrain from updating, either, the only  way to respond to indifference concerning 
reliability  propositions is to allow for several rational posterior belief states. This result 
might be surprising. But I think it is, in fact, very natural that the indifference 
concerning how the agent should update spills over to an indifference concerning which 
posterior belief state to adopt. If several update procedures are equally  well justified 

according to the beliefs of the agent, how could the results of applying these update 
procedures not also be equally well justified?

To guarantee that the strength function is defined, even if the agent is indifferent 
between reliability propositions, we should modify (SF3) in the following way:

(SF3a) Definition Strength Function 3a:

Let S be the set of possible information sources of an agent and "t be her belief 

state at t, then every function strt: S ⟼  such that 

strt(si) = x,   with x ) {x : "t($rsi≐x)=0}

is a rational subjective strength function for that agent at t.

Using (SF3a) for holistic Shenoy conditionalization will allow for several posterior 
belief states, depending on the chosen strength function.

It is important to note that indifference between reliability propositions is not the only 

cause for non-unique posterior belief states. There is another kind of situation in which 
several posterior belief states might be equally  well justified. These situations arise if 
what a source tells the agent impacts the strength of that source. I will call cases like this 
cases of self-justification. The simplest case of self-justification is the source claiming 
to be reliable or unreliable. Let us look at a very simple example.

Assume that there is only one source of information s and the agent has the following 
algebra: {#, rs≐0, rs≐2 ,W}. In the a priori belief state the agent disbelieves rs≐2 with 

rank 2 and thus believes rs≐0. Between t0 and t1, s tells the agent that rs≐2. As can easily 
be seen, holistic Shenoy conditionalization allows two possible posterior belief states at 

t1 for this input.
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Assuming strt1(s)=0 we get

"t1a(rs≐0) = 0

"t1a(rs≐2) = 1,

which determines strt1(s) to be 0 according to (SF3a) and thus does not contradict the 

assumption. Assuming strt1(s)=2 we get

"t1b(rs≐0) = 1

"t1b(rs≐2) = 0,

which determines strt1(s) to be 2 according to (SF3a) and thus does not contradict the 
assumption either.

Obviously for holistic Field conditionalization we never get non-unique posterior belief 

states as a result of indifference between reliability  propositions. If an agent takes 
several reliability propositions for one source to be equally likely, the strength of that 
source will be uniquely determined as the weighted average of all reliability 
propositions by (SF4). Can we get non-unique posterior belief states in cases of self-
justification for holistic Field conditionalization?

It can easily be shown that there is a unique posterior belief state for a case similar to 
the one discussed above, for which we did not receive a unique posterior belief state in 
the ranking framework. 
Assume there is only one source s and the agent's algebra is: {#, rs≐0, rs≐1 ,W}. 

Assume further that the a priori probabilities of the agent are P*(rs≐0)=.75 and P*(rs≐1)
=.25, and s tells the agent between t0 and t1 that rs≐1.

(AFC1) allows us to determine Pt1(rs≐1) to be

                  estrt1(s) · 0.25
Pt1(rs≐1) = ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .
     estrt1(s) · 0.25 + e-strt1(s) · 0.75

This allows us to determine the new strength of s at t1 via (SF4) as

      estrt1(s) · 0.25
strt1(s) = Pt1(rs≐0) · 0 + ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, · 1,
              estrt1(s) · 0.25 + e-strt1(s) · 0.75
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which has a solution for strt1(s)-.45. In order to show that this solution is unique, we 

need to show that the following function only has only one zero-point. I will abbreviate 
strt1(s) by x in the following for readability.

      ex · 0.25
f(x) =  ,,,,,,,,,,,,  - x
      ex · 0.25 + e-x · 0.75

To show that f(x) has only one zero-point it is sufficient to show that  f(x) is positive for 
one x and negative for another, as well as that it is either strictly increasing or strictly 

decreasing. The former is the case as f(.2)-0.132 and f(1)--0.289. The latter can be 
shown by examining whether the first derivation f´(x) of f(x) is positive or negative for 
all x. The first derivation is

             6e
f´(x)= ,,,,,,,, -1,
      e2x+6e+e-2x

which can easily  be seen to be negative for all x. Thus strt1(s)-.45 will indeed be the 

unique posterior strength of s at t1. This also allows us to uniquely determine the 
degrees of belief for rs≐0 and rs≐1 by (ACF1) which shows that  holistic Field 

conditionalization determines a unique posterior belief state in this case.
The same proof can be given for a different a priori belief state, and a similar - although 
slightly more complicated - proof can be given for a different algebra.160  A general 
proof that we always get  a unique posterior belief state by holistic Field 
conditionalization for any finite number of information sources which provide a finite 

number of arbitrary pieces of information is still pending.

It is interesting to note that even by  defining the strength function for holistic Shenoy 
conditionalization similar to (SF4), we cannot guarantee unique posterior belief states in 
every  case. While defining strength as the average of the degrees of reliability 

proclaimed by  those reliability propositions that have rank 0 will guarantee unique 
solutions for cases of indifference between reliability  sources, it cannot do so for all 
cases of self-justification.161  In particular, such a definition of the strength function 
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would only  result in the following additional possible solution for the example 

discussed above.

"t1c(rs≐0) = 0

"t1c(rs≐2) = 0

What should we make of the fact that holistic Field conditionalization seems to 
guarantee unique posterior belief states while holistic Shenoy conditionalization does 
not? I think it would be false to take this to show that holistic Field conditionalization is 
superior to holistic Shenoy conditionalization. In fact, I think the opposite is true for the 
following reasons.

Firstly, I think that there is no reason to assume that there should only be a single 
rational belief state given a number of experiences. It is very  plausible that in some 
situations experiences underdetermine a belief state and the fact that holistic Shenoy 
conditionalization allows for this to happen should therefore be seen as an advantage of 
the theory, not as a disadvantage.

Secondly, defining the strength of a source via (SF3a) is more appropriate than doing so 
via (SF4). (SF4) can require an agent to update according to a reliability proposition for 
which that agent entertains 0 subjective probability or which is not even in the algebra 
of that agent.
Thirdly, even though there might be no epistemic reasons to uniquely determine a 

posterior belief state, this does not mean that there are no other pragmatic reasons which 
uniquely determine a belief state. It could, for example, be argued that the agent should, 
for pragmatic reasons, choose among the epistemically equally  well-justified belief state 
the one, which is closest  to her prior belief state, by some measure of closeness. This 
procedure could be justified by referring to the practical costs involved in major shifts in 

the belief states, especially for long term strategies. Note, however, that this procedure 
would result in conflicts with commutativity.

8.7 Justification

Why should an agent change her belief state in the way characterized by holistic Shenoy 
conditionalization or holistic Field conditionalization upon making an experiences or 
receiving information by a source?

If we grant that the experiences of an agent can justify  her beliefs and furthermore grant 

that in how far they do, depends on the beliefs of the agent  - that is if we assume both 
(EJB) and confirmational holism to be correct -, then, I think, there is no alternative to 
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these update rules. To see this, consider the reasons that led us to holistic Field and 

Shenoy conditonalistion in the first place.
Holistic Field and Shenoy conditionalization are based on Jeffrey  and Spohn 
conditionalization, which are well justified accounts on how an agent should react if 
some of her degrees belief change.162 But as discussed in section 4.5, (EJB) forces us to 
modify  these accounts such that  they allow for contents of experiences as input. This 

made us adopt Field and Shenoy  conditionalization. In chapter 6, I argued that the 
(GGO) requires us to further modify Field and Shenoy  conditionalization to make them 
a priori based and source sensitive. Finally, confirmational holism demands that we 
define the strength of a source in terms of the beliefs of the agent, and as I argued in 
section 8.2, the relevant beliefs to determine the strength of the impact of an experience 

on the beliefs are the reliability  propositions. This leaves us with holistic Field and 
Shenoy conditionalization.

It is a different question whether (EJB) is indeed correct, and I have not said much 
about this question, as it was not the main focus of this work. Let me, nonetheless, 

briefly look at three objections one might raise against (EJB).

The first objection concerns the accessibility of the contents of experience. As discussed 
in section 4.3, experiencing something is not the same as believing something. 
Consequently, holistic Field and Shenoy conditionalization do not  represent the fact that 

an agent made an experience by  the probability  distribution or the ranking function, but 
by the memory function. Nonetheless it seems as if the agent needs to be aware of these 
contents in a similar way to how she is aware of her beliefs, in order to be able to base 
her belief changes on them. Thus, it seems as if the agent needs to have direct access to 
the contents of her experiences. One might object to this by claiming that agents only 

have indirect access to the contents of their experiences by having beliefs about what 
they experience.
Whether or not agents have direct access to the contents of their experiences is a 
difficult question. In section 4.3 I briefly mentioned the example of a child that might 
not possess the conceptual resources to reflect on her perceptions, but still seems to be 

able to be aware that she perceives something. Examples like this might be regarded as 
evidence that we do have direct access to the contents of our experiences, but  this is 
surely not conclusive. Apart from such examples we could only rely on our own 
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introspection to answer this question, and our introspection tends to provide us, at best, 

with very vague data.163

The second objection concerns the justificatiory  potency of the contents of experience. 
Even if the agent has access to the contents of her experiences and furthermore believes 
that her sources are reliable, it is not clear why the agent should be justified in 

increasing her degrees of belief in the information provided by  these sources. This step 
seems to require the additional principle that, if the agent has reason to believe that the 
sources which provide her with information are reliable, she also has reason to believe 
in the information provided by  these sources. While this principle seems plausible, it 
can surely be rejected.

The third objection concerns the possibility that the contents of experiences and beliefs 
about them contradict each other. Assume that the agent  has direct access to the contents 
of her experiences, but also has the conceptual resources to form beliefs about what she 
experiences. Then it could happen that she experiences that  p, but believes that she 

experiences that $p, and - assuming that foundationalism is wrong - she might even be 
justified in believing so. If the agent also believes that her sources are reliable, holistic 
Field and Shenoy conditionalization would suggest that she has reason to believe that p 
on the basis of experiencing that p, even though she believes that she experiences that 
$p.164  While this does not constitute an outright contradictory belief state, it nonetheless 

seems to be counterintuitive.

I think that all three objections require further discussion, which I cannot carry out here. 
For now I will be content to have shown that it is, at least, possible to provide a precise 
account of how we can understand the justification of beliefs by experiences and of how 

to make sense of experiences being a reason for a belief. My hope is that I was thereby 
able to shed some light on the debate about the role of experiences for the justification 
of beliefs.

Let me close by noting that even if it turns out that the objections against  (EJB) are fatal 

and thus that (EJB) has to be given up, there are nonetheless interesting applications for 
holistic Field and Shenoy conditionalization.
Sometimes the literature on belief revision - in particular the literature on the AGM 
belief revision theory - refers to databases or computer programs that store information 
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instead of agents that entertain beliefs.165  It seems to me that in such a setting, holistic 

Field and Shenoy conditionalization have great advantages over accounts like Jeffrey 
and Spohn conditionalization. Assume we want to develop  a computer program, which 
makes predictions based on information it accumulates from various sources. We could 
then make use of holistic Field or Shenoy conditionalzation to enable the program to 
evaluate the information it receives, depending on how reliable it takes its different 

sources to be. I would not know how to make use of either Jeffrey of Spohn 
conditionalization or standard Field or Shenoy conditionalization in such a case. As we 
have seen, these update rules require the information to come with either a new degree 
of belief or a strength. If (ECB) is correct and we are only interested in human agents, 
this is no problem, as we have seen. The agents would simply be caused to change their 

beliefs in a specific way by her experiences. But in the case of a computer program we 
cannot rely  on it being caused to change its state by  receiving information. Instead we 
need to specify how exactly it should react upon receiving information by a specific 
source, and this can only  be done by employing an update rule like holistic Field or 
Shenoy conditionalization.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 Results
9.2 Further Research

9.1 Results

In the last eight chapters I have tried to illuminate the role experiences play for belief 

revision. I have closely investigated the two most plausible views on this matter: the 
view that  experiences merely cause belief changes and the view that  experiences can 
justify  belief changes. While these two views are rarely made explicit, I have shown that 
they  are highly  relevant for several arguments discussed in the literature on belief 
revision. In particular, I have argued that both Garber's objection against Field 

conditionalization as well as the complaints by  Carnap, Field, Christensen and Weisberg 
against Jeffrey conditionalization presuppose the view that experiences can justify 
beliefs.
I have tried to clarify the view that experiences can justify  beliefs by developing a 
precise account of how agents should change their beliefs upon making an experience. 

This account also allows us to define what it  means for an experience to be a reason for 
a belief. I have presented this account both in terms of ranking theory and in terms of 
subjective probability theory.
I have shown that this account is able to respond to Garber's objection and that it is in 
accordance with confirmational holism. Furthermore, I have argued why an agent 

should update her beliefs in accordance with this account given that experiences can 
justify  beliefs. Finally, I have pointed out that this account can be of use even if the 
view that experiences can justify beliefs is wrong.
In developing this account, I have made use of a priori based belief revision. I have 
discussed this form of belief revision to some extent, and I have shown that it  has many 

interesting applications.
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9.2 Further Research

Let me close by briefly proposing the following topics for further research.

Holistic Field and Shenoy conditionalization are based on the less general versions of 
Field and Shenoy conditionalization, which only allow for single propositions as input, 

instead of partitions of the algebra of the agent. I have argued in sections 5.2 and 6.3 
why I think that this is, in fact, sufficient. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to 
develop holistic versions for the more general variants of Field and Shenoy 
conditionalization.

Jeffrey Barrett  pointed out to me that the interpretation function might be dependent on 
the beliefs of the agent. I have argued in section 5.3.4 that the relation between 
experiences and their content is an empirical matter, but it  should be possible to 
determine the interpretation function via the beliefs of the agent in a similar way to how 
the strength is determined via the beliefs of the agent by (SF3) and (SF4).

Furthermore, one might argue that how the agent individuates her information sources 
also depend on her beliefs. This could also be addressed in a similar fashion.
However, both these changes would greatly increase the complexity of holistic Field 
and Shenoy conditionalization and most likely also lead to an increase of non-unique 
posterior belief states.
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